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The Eugene Town Square public involvement and
concept design project developed preliminary designs
for Eugene’s central civic space based on a broad and
inclusive public outreach process. The site comprised of
the 1950s-era Park Blocks, existing Butterfly Parking Lot,
and adjacent streets, has been considered by several past
planning and design studies. Several new acquisitions
and considerations distinguish this process from previous
endeavors: the purchase of the “Butterfly Lot” by the City
of Eugene in 2019, the inclusion of City Hall on the site, the
potential thousands to visit the site during the upcoming
2021 World Track Championships, and the development
of a public input process which parallels design efforts.
The conceptual design was developed in four phases, with
a robust public process spanning all phases. Involvement
efforts reached more than ten thousand people over the
course of the six-month project. Information was shared
and gathered via web and social media platforms, inperson outreach, public events, online and paper surveys,
and in work sessions with current and potential future
user groups. This feedback provided the foundation
for the development of the conceptual design during
each of the four project phases, and directly influenced
the project program, size and siting of structures, and
landscape features.
Phase One identified operational needs of key
stakeholders including the Saturday Market, and Lane
County Farmers Market, the desired character of the
future square, and new program elements. Public
responses showed a desire for a natural, safe, and active
square defined by art, and potential expansion for yearround use and multicultural programming.
Phase Two proposed three possible designs for Town
Square, each representing a distinct degree of change to
the existing space. Survey responses demonstrated that
with the exception of retaining existing trees and some
parking, the public would like to see more significant
changes to the look and function of the square, provided
it still meets the needs of each of both current markets.
Phase Three shared a single conceptual design with
the public, gauging whether it met four key project
objectives: being safe and welcoming, active, natural, and
memorable. Over seventy-five percent of respondents
indicated they felt the design accomplished these
objectives. In Phase Four the design was presented to City
Council acting as the Urban Renewal Agency Board, who
gave the direction to advance the Town Square design
based on the Concept design and budget.
Image credit: Christopher Trotchie
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The Eugene Town Square team hosts an “Imagination Lab” at Whirled Pies in May of 2019
Image credit: Cameron McCarthy

The final concept design includes a new
performance stage on the Southeast Park Block, a
covered Farmers Market pavilion, a new interactive
fountain on the Southwest Park Block, the addition
of new trees and preservation of many existing trees,
updates to existing streets and parking, and a new
City Hall. Program elements were sized and located
based on site constraints, stakeholder operations,
public feedback, and budgetary concerns.

v

Ongoing designs for the projects should consider the
following supplemental investigation and outreach:
•
Conduct a site-wide study of specific elements
such as: art programming, traffic patterns and
parking, multi-modal transportation, event
logistics, the incorporation of multicultural
design elements, storage, utilities, trash and
recycling service
•
Hold user focus groups and further development
of the performance stage, summer shading
opportunities, pedestrian safety, and accessibility
measures at the Park Blocks
•
Conduct interior programming workshops
between Lane County Farmers Market and
other potential stakeholder groups to develop
the design of the Market Pavilion: the layout of
tents, loading, and unloading during events on
the Market Plaza should also be studied in more
detail
•
Provide cost information
at each project
milestone
•
Maintain communication via the interested
parties list, Instagram, and website at milestones
in the project
•
Utilize work sessions with key stakeholders, direct
public outreach, and speaking engagements
to local organizations to vet the design
development

One of three design concepts for Town Square as shown from above, facing Northwest
Image credit: OLIN

Attendees at the September Shindig enjoy music and dance performances by community members.
Image credit: Cameron McCarthy
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Design and public involvement efforts aimed to develop a
conceptual design for the site and shift public perception
of the space’s potential as an active, welcoming civic
square emblematic of Eugene’s unique culture.

The Eugene Town Square Conceptual Design and
Public Involvement Project explored improvement
opportunities for Eugene’s central civic space at
the intersection of 8th Avenue and Oak Street. The
project considered physical updates to the 1950s-era
Park Blocks, demolition and redevelopment of the
existing “Butterfly Lot” north of 8th Avenue, and
upgrades to all adjacent streets and sidewalks.
The 2016 Project for Public Spaces Downtown
Placemaking report and earlier public involvement
efforts indicated many Eugene residents feel the
site is unsafe, and underutilized. Design and public
involvement efforts for the Eugene Town Square
aimed to develop a conceptual design for the site,
and build on the space’s potential to be an active,
welcoming civic square emblematic of Eugene’s
unique culture.
The Eugene Town Square design and public
involvement project was initiated by the City of
Eugene Planning and Development Department.
The design and involvement team was led by a local
firm, Cameron McCarthy Landscape Architecture &
Planning, and included the international landscape
architecture firm OLIN, local public involvement
experts Cogito, and Portland-based interdisciplinary
architecture and design firm ZGF. The consultant
team efforts were supported by market and
placemaking experts Project for Public Spaces
(PPS), civil engineers BHE Group/Mazzetti, lighting
designers HLB, traffic engineers DKS, and cost
estimator Architectural Cost Consultants (ACC).

paper surveys, and public events to elicit feedback
from diverse groups on the design(s) throughout
the process. This multi-pronged, multi-step input
process ensured that the final conceptual design
was rooted in community needs and desires for the
future of Town Square. The Project Team, worked
with key project stakeholders including the Eugene
Saturday Market and Lane County Farmers Market
to develop a project program that meets current
needs and expands opportunities for future use of
the space. Adjacent business, representatives from
local fine arts and performing arts community,
alternative transportation users, disability advocates,
and members of the local chapter of the NAACP
participated in the development of the conceptual
design.
This report summarizes the six-month design and
public involvement process that informed a single
conceptual plan for the project. The sections that
follow describe the project methodology, existing
conditions and relevant past planning and design
efforts, the project program, all design alternatives
and associated cost estimates, and approach to
public involvement. Supplemental background
information is included in the appendices.

Input from key project stakeholders, City of Eugene
staff, and the Eugene general public helped develop
the design. The Project Team, including the Cameron
McCarthy team and City of Eugene staff, held inperson meetings, group work sessions, online and
EUGENE TOWN SQUARE FINAL REPORT
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PUBLIC
EVENT

#1

IMAGINE
What do you care about?
What are you excited
about?

PUBLIC
EVENT

#2

EXPLORE
What do you think of the
Three Big Ideas? What
kind of Town Square do
you want?

PROJECT KICKOFF

THREE CONCEPTS

APRIL — MAY 2019

JUNE — JULY 2019

LET’S GET STARTED! WE’RE GOING TO...
• Learn history
• Meet Key Stakeholders
• Public event

NOW, LET’S TALK DESIGN! WE WILL...
• Develop three big ideas
• Public event

Image credit: Cameron McCarthy

FOUR PHASES:
The project included four phases, with three public
events marking the transition between each phase.
With each milestone, the complexity of the design
increased, culminating in a single Concept Plan
informed by rich public involvement and regular key
stakeholder reviews.
The project kickoff (Phase One) began by looking
at similar public spaces across the country for
inspiration and insight into successful civic gathering
spaces. The project team met with the Saturday
Market, Lane County Farmers Market, a variety of
other stakeholders to understand their operational
needs. The first public event, titled Imagination
Lab was held at Whirled Pies Pizzeria, and sought
ideas and comments on the future design through
image boards showing key elements and qualities
of successful public spaces. This visioning exercise
6

helped the project team craft a series of goals
and objectives that informed the design of three
concepts in the second phase. Information was
gathered through an in-person survey at the event
and corresponding online survey.
After Phase One, program elements were defined
and evaluated by stakeholders in the form of three
draft concepts. The overall designs were driven by
the unique needs of current and future users, the
results from the first survey, and were revised based
on stakeholder feedback mid-phase. The second
public event, Block Party, displayed the three revised
concepts, information from the first public survey,
and high-level construction costs associated with
each concept. Local food, drink, and live performance
groups provided entertainment for the evening in
the southwest Park Block. Program elements varied
in location, orientation, and scale in each concept

CO
Di
th

AUG

WE’RE
• Dev
• Pub

e

S

L...

PUBLIC
EVENT

#3

CONSIDER
Did we miss anything in
this One Concept?

FINAL
CONCEPT

PRESENT TO
COUNCIL

CHECK OUT
THE FINAL CONCEPT!

ONE CONCEPT

FINAL CONCEPT

AUGUST — SEPTEMBER 2019

OCTOBER 2019

WE’RE GETTING CLOSER. WE WILL...
• Develop one concept
• Public event

Gather meeting comments
and survey results

to gauge general approval across interested parties.
The project team then selected elements from each
of the three concepts that appealed to the broader
public, stakeholder user groups, and the current
active users. Check-ins were held with the Saturday
Market and Farmers Market during the middle of
each phase, and a follow-up check-in prior to the
general public event in order to balance exploration
of design ideas with ground-truth feasibility for
market operations.
The first two phases fed directly into the third
phase which generated a single Concept Plan that
consolidated public and stakeholder needs. The
third public event tested: 1) how the Concept Plan
represents stakeholder and community interests
at a conceptual level, 2) if the project team led an
inclusive and transparent process, and 3) whether
any changes should be made prior to moving into

IT’S THE FINISH LINE. WE WILL...
• Develop final concept
• Write summary report
• Presentation to Council
Meet with Technical
Advisory Commitees

Meet with Key
Stakeholders

the design and construction process. The project
team held the final public event in the southeast
Park Block where the Concept Plan, survey boards,
and a few highlights of the previous public survey
were displayed. Local dance and music performance,
and food and beverage vendors contributed to the
evening’s celebratory atmosphere.
The final conceptual phase concluded with an
update to City Council, and a recommendation to
move the Concept Plan forward into schematic
design and cost estimate refinement.

EUGENE TOWN SQUARE FINAL REPORT
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PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT APPROACH:
Decision-making occurred at each major phase
milestone, as well as interim points throughout
the design process. It considered how information
was shared, who made decisions, how and when
stakeholders were involved in decision-making,
how input was incorporated in development of the
designs, and who would respond to public comment.
Ultimately, the Eugene City Council would
hold decision-making authority critical to the
project’s realization. However, the City of Eugene
Project Management Team and staff from
various departments provided feedback and
recommendations essential to ensuring the
design and budget aligned with city decisionmakers priorities and was compatible with other
development projects in the city. Key stakeholders
(listed on page 6) offered specific input on the
design as it pertained to their unique needs and
backgrounds and the public provided opinions and
preferences in a structured format at the end of each
project phase.
PROJECT MANAGEMENT TEAM (PMT):
Will Dowdy, Urban Development Manager; Josh
Berman, Town Square Analyst; Michael Kinnison,
Community
Development
Division
Manager;
Denny Braud, Planning and Development Director;
Francesca Gambetti, Owners Representative, Shiels
Obletz Johnsen;
CITY OF EUGENE DEPARTMENTS AND DIVISIONS:
Parks & Open Space, Public Works, Fire, Medical
& Emergency Services, Police, Parking, Cultural
Services, Facilities, and Transportation.
KEY STAKEHOLDERS:
Representatives from the following groups/
organizations met with the design team at several
key decision-making points in the process.
•
Lane County Farmers Market staff and board
members
•
Eugene Saturday Market staff and board
members
•
Downtown businesses, property owners, and
organizations (Downtown Eugene Merchants,
Downtown Eugene Inc, Eugene Chamber of
Commerce, Downtown Neighbors, Travel Lane
County, Downtown Ambassadors)
•
Organizations, boards and commissions who
advocate for the arts, disabilities, housing, public

8

•

safety, sustainability, equity and inclusion, and
public transportation
Organizations that currently use the Park Blocks
and would use the Town Square for activities
and events, such as performing artists (dance,
music, theatre, spoken word) and active pursuits
such as martial arts and yoga

GENERAL PUBLIC:
The project strove for representation in geography,
mode of travel, age, ethnicity, income, ability, and
cultural background. The project invited a broad
range of stakeholders to participate, in balance with
the overall demographics of the City of Eugene. Nontraditional public events were held at each project
milestone and were designed to attract diverse
communities through food, drink, performances,
and activities. The project used data analysis of survey
results and event attendance to track representation
in participation. Additionally, targeted outreach
events, social media and web communications, and
additional work sessions provided supplemental
opportunities for various groups to learn about and
participate in the project. Survey results tracked
the self-identified demographics of respondents to
ensure that broad and inclusive input was gathered.
Outreach methods were shaped by the type of
feedback desired from each group listed above. The
Project Management Team (PMT), City of Eugene
staff, key stakeholders, and design team members
hosted work sessions in which design information
were presented and work session attendees had time
to ask questions, provide input, and collaboratively
explore alternative design solutions if needed. The
PMT held a round of work sessions during each
phase of the project.
Project information was shared with the general
public at three public events, through direct
outreach such as tabling, street-corner interviews
and small group meetings, as well as through the
Eugene Town Square website, Instagram, and local
news media. Feedback was collected via comment
forms on the Eugene Town Square website, at direct
outreach and speaking events, and with each of the
three surveys.
Paper and digital surveys were used in conjunction
with each public event. Surveys replicated questions
asked at public events and questions were formatted
as Likert Scale, multiple select, fill-in-the-blank, and

ranked options intended to gather information about
both preferences and dislikes. Surveys remained
available online for at least 21 days following each
public event and results were posted on the
Eugene Town Square website after being compiled.
Respondent results were assessed as a combined
aggregate and broken into key subgroups: Local
Businesses, Saturday Market Members, Lane County
Farmers Market Members, Under 25, Persons of
Color, Income under $35,000/year, and those with a
Disability. Respondents were asked to self-identify
into these categories as part of several demographic

questions. Responses from these subgroups were
specifically analyzed to ensure that these voices and
perspectives were adequately represented.

KEY PARTIES:
The design & public involvement team is a national group of professionals with broad experience in
public space planning and design.
Cameron McCarthy Landscape Architecture & Planning

Eugene, OR

OLIN 								

Philadelphia, PA & Los Angeles, CA

Cogito Partners 						Eugene, OR
Project for Public Spaces 					

New York, NY

ZGF Architects 							Portland, OR
HLB Lighting 							San Francisco, CA
BHE/Mazetti Civil Engineers 					

Eugene, OR

DKS Traffic Engineers						Portland, OR
ACC Cost Estimating						Portland, OR

The City of Eugene is represented by staff from various departments Loren Berry						Laura Hammond
Josh Berman						Shaun Hubbell
Maurizio Bottalico					Steve Loges
Carolyn Burke						Issac Marquez
Chad Cramer						Jeff Perry
Will Dowdy						Lindsay Selser

Key public stakeholder groups participate in stakeholder work sessions, providing critical feedback
to the design and public involvement team throughout the design process. For a complete list see
Appendix CEugene Saturday Market				

Travel Lane County

Lane County Farmers Market				

Eugene Chamber of Commerce

Lane Independent Living Alliance			

Downtown Eugene Inc

Lane Arts Council					

Art City Eugene

Eugene Springfield NAACP 				

Friends of Trees
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DIGITAL OUTREACH:
In addition to public events, the Eugene Town
Square conceptual design and public involvement
process was shared with the public through a
dedicated Instagram handle (@eugenetownsquare)
and website (eugenetownsquare.org.) The digital
platforms supplemented traditional approaches
to project communication. These modes of
communication were opportunities to level-up
digital outreach with the following goals: bolster the
project’s identity through consistent messaging and
branding, provide additional access to the project,
educate the community on the process, offer
platforms that are on-trend, spark interest and joy,
and aid in the community-driven design process.
The custom website, coined as the “Eugene Town
Square Digital Headquarters,” was conceived of and
managed by the project team. The website aided
in storytelling and inclusive communication about
the project. This approach helped spur grassroots
involvement with public events. The website was not
only a promotional and branding tool but a vision of
what was possible.
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PROCESS GOALS:
The following process goals (as described on
page 11) were developed by the design and public
involvement team and represented a commitment
to stakeholders and the community to conduct
an inclusive process. that valued asking realistic
questions
listening,
interpreting
stakeholder
consensus and public priorities, and implementing
what was heard into subsequent design phases.
The cumulative vision for Town Square represented
in the Concept Plan was an exciting civic space for
all of Eugene. The project intended to represent and
act upon broad community interests and a desire for
a refreshing, community-focused process.

KEEP IT REAL:
The design team will be prepared and ready to work,
transparent about the process and progress of the
project, and collaborate with key organizations and
individuals to make the project successful.

CO-CREATE A VISION FOR TOWN SQUARE:
All of Eugene is invited to be a part of this process and
share their voice, and through this collaboration build
new relationships that will outlast the design process.
The resulting design concept will be envisioned by
and rooted in what the community wants.

HONOR ALL VOICES:
The design team and client will help to uncover,
listen to, and share the community’s stories, hopes,
and ideas. The team values diversity of thought and
experience when it comes to determining what can
make Town Square successful and will incorporate
the community’s critiques, comments, and praise
into the conceptual design.

EUGENE TOWN SQUARE FINAL REPORT 11
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3.1 HISTORY
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TIMELINE

TIMELINE

C. 1700 AND PRIOR HISTORY

Prior to 1800, the Willamette Valley was
characterized by steep slopes of wooded conifer
forest, and buttes, hillsides and riverine flatlands
consisting of open, grass-dominated prairie and
savannah. For thousands of years before the
arrival of Euro-American explorers, Native
American tribes occupied the valley, cultivating
sophisticated land management techniques,
and richly nuanced cultural traditions.

1860s
8th Avenue and Oak Street
extend through, bisecting the
public square. Courthouse is
relocated.

1852

Eugene City platted
and recorded.

1700s

Kalapuyan peoples
encounter Euro-Americans
for the first time.

1870s & ‘80s
City Hall, County
Jail, and Fire House
built on square.

PRIOR TO THE 1700s 1800s

1900s

1854
1850s

Territorial legislature creates
Lane County. Election results
to establish location for
county seat show preference
for Mulligan family land
claim and Skinner family
land claim.

A public square is established, equally
divided between Mulligan and Skinner
family land donations. County
Commissions approve a 400’ x 400’
parcel ringed by a continuous road,
now named Park Street, where 8th
Avenue and Oak Street terminated at
either side of the square.

1856

Mulligan and Skinner Family land
deeds completed and property
including the public square is
officially county owned.
First Courthouse is constructed at
the center of the public square.

Image credit: Cameron McCarthy
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1920s

1909

City Hall moves from
the square to
Willamette Street
and 11th Avenue.

2004
1912

Historic photos show Park
Blocks with grid of trees
and benches. Titled Rest
Park, attractions included
a common area with
hitching posts.

1915

1990s & 2000s
Numerous design
workshops were conducted
concerning the Civic Center
of Eugene

Architects Collaborative
creates a plan for the Civic
Center of Eugene as a guide
for future development.

2006

The Eugene Park Blocks Master Plan
by PIVOT and Walker Macy envisions a
vibrant urban open space with active
building uses fronting the
surrounding sidewalks and
recommends that the distinctive 1958
design be preserved as part of
Eugene’s identity.

Eugene Producer’s
Market, a predecessor of
the Lane County Farmers
Market, is established.

1954

The Eugene Downtown Plan is
created and focuses on the character
of downtown as a special place, and
presents ideas and policies regarding
current conditions and desired
changes.

1980

Lane County Farmers
Market established at
8th and Oak Street.

1960s

1990s

1970
1950s

Park Blocks design by
Wilmsen Endicott Architects
and Lloyd Bond Landscape
Architects is constructed.
County Courthouse and
parking lot built as we see
them today.

Eugene Saturday
Market established
and first appears at
the public square in
1971 and in the Park
Blocks in 1983.

2016

The Coordinated Downtown
Development Project explores
opportunities to develop publicly owned
properties in downtown Eugene for a new
City Hall, new County Courthouse, and
expanded Farmers Market. A joint staff
task force comprised of City of Eugene
and Lane County staff guided the process
to investigate three development
scenarios.

EUGENE TOWN SQUARE FINAL REPORT 19
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PRIOR TO 1700
Nestled between the Coast and Cascade mountain
ranges of Oregon is the verdant Willamette Valley. The
Missoula Floods periodically inundated the valley over
13,000 years ago, resulting in a flat bottomed, riverine
valley surrounded by steep mountains (Hulse, Gregory,
Baker, 2002) Poor draining soils in the upland valley
and well-draining alluvial soils near rivers established
the basis for several land cover types observed in 1851
General Land Office (GLO) surveys •
Prairie: Characterized by open grasslands, and few
trees. Prairie covered 31% of the valley. Prairie was
most often found on the valley floor and south-facing
slopes. Upland Prairie, occurring in well-drained
soils, was the dominant subclass. Wet Prairies, the
second most common subclass, were found in the
seasonally flooded areas of poorly-drained clay soils.
•
Upland Forest: A quarter of the Willamette Valley was
covered with Upland Forest, defined by dense, thick
stands of trees and shrubby under story vegetation.
Upland Forest was most often composed of
Coniferous subclass and, to a lesser degree, the OakPine forest subclass.
•
Savannah: Savannah covered 18% of the Willamette
Valley in 1851. Typical Savannah vegetation included
scattered stands of trees with grassy, open under
story and was found in dry zones of the valley
between Prairie and Forest.
•
Woodland: riparian/wetland forest, water, shrubland,
emergent wetlands, and herbaceous upland
classifications comprised the remaining 26% of
Willamette Valley land cover.(Christy, Alverson, 2011).
Note: The City of Eugene is currently working
collaboratively, including with impacted communities,
to update this historical section on the Willamette Valley
and the origins of Eugene. It will be updated here upon
completion in 2020.

Image credit: Oregon Historical Society
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1700 - 1900
Note: The City of Eugene is currently working
collaboratively, including with impacted communities,
to update this historical section on the Willamette Valley
and the origins of Eugene. It will be updated here upon
completion in 2020.
Attractive due to its proximity to trade routes and rich
agricultural soils, Eugene was platted in 1853. In 1854
the land currently known as the Park Blocks, part of a
larger 80-acre area, was donated by the Mulligan and
Skinner families for public use, indefinitely. Designated
as the public square, the County Courthouse sat at the
center, the current intersection of 8th Avenue and Oak
Street. However, in 1869 the courthouse was moved to
the northeast to allow for the streets to connect through
the square. Between 1869 and 1900 the four Park Blocks
witnessed the construction, demolition, and relocation
of nearly a half-dozen public buildings. This pattern
would continue well into the 20th Century.

Image credit: Lane County History Museum
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1904

1930
Image credits: Lane County History Museum
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1917

MODERN ERA
1900 - CURRENT
The decision to extend 8th Avenue and Oak Street split
the single public square into four parts, ushering new
uses for the space well into the 20th Century. The County
Courthouse, lifted from its foundation and moved to the
northeast quarter block around 1869, was rebuilt in 1898
following development of a City Hall, County Jail, and
Fire House opposite Oak Street. While the two south
quarter-blocks remained for passive use, checkered with
trees and aptly titled Rest Park, development at the
northwest quarter block fell under contention. City Hall
and the County Jail were ruled in violation of the Skinner
land deed and removed from the square. In 1915 “Eugene
Producer’s Market” began, a predecessor of what would
become the Lane County Farmers Market on the same
block used today. Eugene Producer’s Market would
maintain a presence in the square, erecting multiple
iterations of covered shelters until moving to a location
at the west end of downtown.

1959

Modernization, including urban highways and a shift
to more housing outside the urban center, brought a
greater demand for automobile parking. In 1959 the brick
clad County Courthouse was torn down to be replaced
by the current courthouse at Oak Street and 7th Avenue
along with a new, two-level parking structure that is
now commonly referred to as the “Butterfly Lot.” North
Park Street was vacated prior to construction, reducing
perception of the original public square. Concurrently,
the two remaining south quarter blocks went through
transformative changes through design led by Wilmsen
Endicott Architects and Lloyd Bond and Associates
landscape architects, creating the Park Blocks that were
completed largely as seen today. The Park Blocks’ midcentury design was altered a few times over the next few
decades. An out-of-use armory building was demolished,
and new diagonal walkway and plantings were added
in the 1970s. In 1991 two round fountains were removed
and in 2006 renovations added a new ramp, stone wall,
new seating, and removed several tree wells (PIVOT
and Walker Macy, 2006). The City and County land
exchange in 2018 provides an opportunity to reestablish
the northwest quarter block as public open space. The
Wayne Morse Free Speech Plaza, built in 2005, sits on
the northeast quarter block and together with the two
southern Park Blocks and a reimagined Northwest Block
constitute the original plat of the public square.
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3.2 RECENT PLANNING EFFORTS
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EUGENE DOWNTOWN PLAN
CITY OF EUGENE - (2004)

Approved in 2004, the Eugene Downtown Plan
focuses on the character of downtown as a special
place and presents ideas and policies regarding
current conditions and desired changes. The
plan seeks to renew the local vision for downtown
and help the community make choices about its
future. It is the intent of the plan to inspire investor
confidence, not only in terms of financial capital,
but also through commitment to a thriving urban
center. The plan envisions the heart of the city as an
ever-changing, ever-evolving downtown.
THE THREE CENTRAL THEMES OF THE PLAN ARE:
1. The City will reinforce downtown Eugene as
a strong regional center, namely by working
closely with property owners, developers and
community members to foster a diverse, dense,
and economically strong urban center.
2. The City will strengthen downtown as a
cultural center and center of community life by
coordinating with public and private developers
to create special places downtown and establish
a network of great streets.
3. The City will create a walkable and memorable
downtown of short distances and inviting
destinations.
The plan includes nine elements fundamental to
downtown urban vitality and economic strength,
and provides policies, implementation strategies,
and projects under each. Of particular relevance to
Eugene Town Square are sections on Great Streets
and Special Places. Element III Great Streets paints
a vision for 8th Avenue as civic street, linking the
Park Blocks, Cannery Square in front of the Federal
Courthouse, the Millrace, and the riverfront. Element
IV Special Places describes places that contribute to
Eugene’s economic and social vitality, and expressly
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lists the Park Blocks as the heart of downtown
Eugene for celebration and commerce. Specific
policies from the Eugene Downtown Plan that apply
to Eugene Town Square include:
III. GREAT STREETS:
1. Strongly encourage the location of significant
municipal, county, state and federal buildings
along 8th Avenue.
IV. SPECIAL PLACES:
1. Enhance public places throughout downtown
through the careful design of civic buildings,
streetscapes, parks and plazas. Include public
art and other elements to create special places
for all ages.
2. Connect special places downtown with
enhanced street designs, public art, directional
signs, transit routes, and historic markers to
create an inviting route through downtown.
3. Promote adjacent park and open space areas
as a valuable complement to downtown’s
urban places. Improve connections between
downtown and nearby nature areas.
VII. SAFE CIVIC CENTER:
1. Support public safety activities that increase
visibility, access, actual and perceived safety for
individuals and property downtown.
The Eugene Downtown Plan describes the Park
Blocks’ role as a core entity of downtown and
provides relevant policy language to aid in their
redevelopment.

EPD CPTED ASSESSMENT

CITY OF EUGENE CRIME PREVENTION UNIT - (2006)

Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design
(CPTED) is the proper design and effective use of the
built environment to reduce the fear of crime,
incidence of crime, and an improvement in quality
of life. CPTED strategies utilize natural surveillance,
natural access controls, territorial reinforcement, and
maintenance. The Eugene Police Department (EPD)
conducted a CPTED Assessment of the Park Blocks
in 2006, which highlighted the primary means to
discourage negative or criminal behavior in this
public space through design.
People have a greater sense of security when
they can see and be seen by others. Lighting,
landscaping and window placement all contribute
to this objective. Natural access controls obstruct
or guide people and vehicles in and around the
property, which can be accomplished through
landscaping, sidewalks, and signage to influence
pedestrian and vehicle circulation at a site. The
moment a pedestrian becomes lost, the chances of
becoming a victim of crime increase dramatically.
Territorial reinforcement shows ownership of an area
and delineates the distinction of the property from
public, to semi-public, to semi-private, to private.
Landscaping, inlaid roadway pavers, sidewalks,
bollards, and fences all contribute to deterring crime.
Lastly, maintenance and the long-term upkeep
and repair of buildings and surrounding property
sends a very clear message of ownership. Lack of
maintenance suggests there may be weaknesses in
security that can be exploited.

NATURAL SURVEILLANCE:
•
Most adjacent buildings had their blinds closed,
limiting natural surveillance.
•
Shrubs and trees did not adhere to the two-foot
six-foot rule: many shrubs and bushes exceeded
two-feet and some tree canopies were lower
than six feet.
NATURAL ACCESS CONTROLS:
•
Fluorescent lighting does not correctly render
color, which hinders accurate observation
reporting by crime witnesses. Metal halide/LED
are recommended.
•
Lighting did not employ shields or cutoffs to
eliminate shadows.
•
Need pedestrian-scale lighting so pedestrians
can be clearly seen by traffic.
TERRITORIAL REINFORCEMENT:
•
The site lacks city identification/signage; hence
park seems to lack ownership.

•

SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS:
New lighting, removing rock walls, trimming
bushes, and increasing pressure washing.

The EPD CPTED Assessment found a need for
increased safety in the Park Blocks and provides
concrete means of improving safety through specific
design actions.

EPD assessed the Park Blocks through the lens
of these strategies, and recorded observations,
including:
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PARK BLOCKS MASTER PLAN

PIVOT ARCHITECTURE AND WALKER MACY LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
AND URBAN DESIGN - (2006)
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The Eugene Park Blocks Master Plan by PIVOT
Architecture
and
Walker
Macy
Landscape
Architecture and Urban Design was prepared in 2006
and envisioned a vibrant urban open space with
active building uses fronting sidewalks. The report
recommended that the 1950s design be preserved
as part of Eugene’s identity, and included an overall
site design that wove together the Butterfly Lot,
both Park Blocks, and the Wayne Morse Free Speech
Plaza.

The plan recommended maintaining the distinctive
1958 design, with cedar trees, stone walls, sculptures,
and round fish fountain, and re-establishing the
northwest Park Block. The Plan also recommended
a new building to replace the Butterfly Lot and
suggested orienting the building to face the new
plaza and form the northern park boundary. The
northwest block would complement the historic
Park Blocks to the south and provide opportunities
for gatherings and performances.

The plan was developed on the premise of several
key design values, as identified by the project team:
•
Respect historical integrity of the Park Blocks
design
•
Enhance the Park Blocks for market day activities
•
Enhance Park Blocks for non-market day activity
•
Enhance activity along Park Blocks edges
•
Maintain contemplative atmosphere
•
Enhance pedestrian experience
•
Improve security, safety, and accessibility
•
Strengthen connections between the Park
Blocks and adjacent areas
•
Reinforce Great Street component of the
Downtown Plan
•
Be sustainable
•
Avoid “either/or” thinking
•
Do no harm

The park was also considered a gateway along Eighth
Avenue, which was imagined as a two-way street
with a unique character of paving, art, and amenities,
consistent with its designation as a “Great Street.”
The Park Blocks should consist of flexible spaces that
support a variety of activities, such as an expanded
Farmers Market and surrounding streets should
be curb-less, allowing park activities to expand
into the street while preserving access to adjacent
businesses. An engaging new water feature in the
southeast block is also proposed. This vision for the
Park Blocks prioritizes a safe and pedestrian-friendly
public space with clear connections to the rest of
downtown, which is consistent with past intentions
and current goals.

DOWNTOWN PUBLIC MARKET FEASIBILITY ASSESSMENT
INSTITUTE FOR POLICY RESEARCH AND ENGAGEMENT - (2016)

The Downtown Public Market Feasibility Assessment
conducted by the Institute for Policy Research and
Engagement (IPRE) at the University of Oregon in
2016 explored the vision of a public market featuring
a permanent facility that would house vendors from
both the Saturday Market and the Lane County
Farmers Market (LCFM). The two markets coexist
in a mutually beneficial relationship. Both markets
have experienced a growing number of vendors and
visitors, causing the markets to outgrow their space.
The markets expressed that current configurations
make it difficult to integrate new vendors while
allowing for efficient circulation.
Key findings included:
•
A downtown public market could be financially
feasible. Revenues from a public market could
be sufficient to cover operating expenses, but
financial modeling is based on preliminary
concepts with a set of variables that should be
considered.
•
An appropriate indoor facility size is 15,000 sq ft
with potential to expand. Based on expressed
interest, a facility of 15,000 sq ft on a combined
event space of approximately 85,000 sq ft
would be sufficient. The facility should include
convertible indoor-outdoor space.
•
Optimal market operation is two or three days
per week year-round. Responses from surveys
sent to both markets indicated that vendors
would be unable or unwilling to sell at a public
market more frequently than current operations.
Expansion to more days is possible in the future
if desired by vendors and consumers.
•
Financial feasibility is achievable for this market
concept. The market also will need buy-in from
local elected officials and existing markets.

In June 2016, City Council voted extended the
Urban Renewal District (URD) in downtown Eugene.
Extension of The District made a future public market
project eligible for up to $4.5 million of urban renewal
funds. This decision also opened the possibility of
using up to $5.2 million of Urban Renewal funding
for improvements to the Park Blocks and downtown
open space.
Previously, in 2014, IPRE conducted a market analysis
for a conceptual public market at an unspecified
location in Lane County, gauging local consumer
demand for the facility. The 2014 study, however,
did not evaluate the financial feasibility of a public
market. The focus of this study was to conduct a
preliminary assessment of the financial feasibility of
a public market in downtown Eugene.
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Looking downtown from Skinners Butte
Image credit: City of Eugene

COMMUNITY DESIGN HANDBOOK

CITY OF EUGENE PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT OFFICE - (2017)

The Community Design Handbook, drafted in
2017, is the third and final section of the Envision
Eugene Urban Form Plan. As a handbook, it seeks
to advance the community’s commitment to
collaborative implementation of Envision Eugene.
The handbook is a living document and builds upon
ongoing conversations about design in Eugene. The
design principles and guidelines highlight ideas
from national best practices and local studies. The
Community Design Handbook is non-regulatory
and is aspirational, it aims to illustrate community
values and expectations and translate local policy
into great design. The handbook is broken into four
broad sections: Integrate Nature and Design for
Eugene’s Climate; Evoke a Sense of Place; Bring the
Streets to Life; and Leave a Building Legacy. Under
Section II Evoke a Sense of Place, the handbook
provides several design guidelines for creating
successful public spaces:
1. Define parks and public spaces with active
building fronts and pedestrian-friendly streets.
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2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

Configure the size and shape of public spaces for
human comfort, proportions, and intended uses.
Provide opportunities within and near public
spaces for retail businesses, restaurants, coffee
shops, and street vendors.
Maximize natural, everyday observation and
experience of public and semi-public spaces
through high visibility and open connections.
Orient and configure public spaces to maximize
light, sun, seasonal shade, and available views.
Design a diverse network of public spaces for a
variety of activities, user groups and hours of use
to enhance the vitality of neighborhoods and
unique sense of place.
Incorporate art of many scales into projects that
can be experienced from the public realm.

These guidelines provide further inspiration and
thought for the development of the Park Blocks as a
vital public space in downtown Eugene.

COORDINATED DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT PLAN

CAMERON MCCARTHY LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING - (2016)

The Coordinated Downtown Development Project
was the planning and feasibility study that laid the
foundation for the Eugene City Hall to be included
in the Town Square. The Coordinated Downtown
Development Project explored opportunities to
develop publicly owned properties in downtown
Eugene for a new City Hall, new County Courthouse,
and expanded Farmers Market. A Joint Staff Task
Force (JSTF) comprised of City of Eugene and Lane
County staff guided the process, which enabled
Cameron McCarthy, the project facilitator, in
partnership with Robertson Sherwood Architects
and Rider Levitt Bucknall, to investigate three
development possibilities.
The goal of the project was to provide objective and
impartial information to aid the City Council and
Board of County Commissioners in their strategic
decision-making and facilities master planning. The
project team reviewed key documents, including
the National Center State Courts (NCSC) Needs
Assessment, City Hall Master Plan, Farmers Market
Feasibility Study, Eugene Downtown Plan, various
Downtown Urban Renewal initiatives, aerial photos,
surveys, utility and infrastructure data, and other
historical documentation.

relationships, functional relationships, open space,
landscape/hardscape, access, and parking.
Supporting concept materials included an overview,
key considerations, and required legal agreements
necessary to realize the preferred scenarios, which
were identified through input from the JSTF, the
Elected Representatives Group (ERG), and individual
meetings with the City Council and Board of County
Commissioners. Following the selection of preferred
scenarios, the project team prepared a planning
level cost analysis for each scenario. The report
provided differential total project costs under each
scenario, and these differentials were driven by site
preparation costs, escalation costs, and all the other
costs that are derived from improvement costs.
City Council selected “Scenario C” establishing a new
City Hall building at the north end of the existing
Butterfly Lot Alignment with County Commissioners’
preference to develop a new courthouse on the full
8th Avenue and Pearl Street block and keeping
the Lane County Farmers Market, at their existing
location near the Saturday Market, weighed into
majority support for Scenario C. See “Subsequent
Impacts of Planning Efforts” for more information on
the selected option.

Three
development
scenarios
comprised
a
broad
planning examination of sites, building
program square-foot needs, and associated costs
to help inform where a new City Hall, second City
services building (City Hall Phase II), a new County
Courthouse, and an expanded Farmers Market could
be located to provide the greatest benefit to both
governments and to the communities they serve.
The development concepts for these scenarios
explored proposed improvements, building and site
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PLACEMAKING IN EUGENE

PROJECT FOR PUBLIC SPACES - (2016)

In 2016, Project for Public Spaces, Inc. (PPS) and
the City of Eugene embarked on a place making
campaign for the downtown called “Places for
People.” The City engaged PPS to study downtown’s
public spaces, and prepare recommendations for
making downtown feel safer, more vibrant and
welcoming to all. The study included short and longterm recommendations for programming, design
concepts and management strategies. The public
spaces that PPS evaluated included: the Park Blocks,
the Farmers Market site on the Butterfly Lot, Kesey
Square, the Hult Center Plaza, the Eugene Public
Library sidewalk, all four corners of the intersection
of 10th Avenue and Olive Street, and the future
Riverfront Park. Key outcomes of this evaluation
sought to:
•
Make safety and social services a priority in the
downtown.
•
Activate public spaces to attract a critical mass of
residents, especially families/children
•
Make physical improvements that will reduce
crime, support positive activation, improve
visibility and access, and enhance comfort.
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As part of the community engagement process, PPS
conducted a downtown survey, which received 1,927
responses about the downtown between October
11 and November 18, 2016. Concern over safety in
downtown Eugene was a top issue by a wide margin
in all parts of the community engagement process.
Seventy-seven percent of survey respondents said
they were either “dissatisfied” or “very dissatisfied”
with “Safety from danger and harassment” in
the Park Blocks and 80 percent said the same
about Kesey Square. Over 70 percent of survey
respondents stated that the homeless issue is
the number one thing they would like to change.
Respondents listed more lighting, permanent public
restrooms, food kiosks, and nighttime activities as
the top four preferred improvements for fostering
a better atmosphere in the Park Blocks. Additional
recommendations fell under the categories of
comfort and image, activities and amenities, and
access and linkages. The PPS findings suggest a
need for a re-imagining of the Park Blocks to foster
civic pride, social cohesion, and increased public
safety.

PARKS AND RECREATION SYSTEM PLAN
CITY OF EUGENE - (2018)

In 2018, the City of Eugene produced the Parks
and Recreation System Plan. The plan is a result
of extensive public outreach; over 12,000 voices
contributed to its development, and 90 percent of
residents surveyed consider parks and recreation
important to their local quality of life. The plan
includes both a 30-year vision, and a 10-year
implementation plan. This plan seeks to accomplish
a common vision within Eugene: to develop a
system of beautiful, inspiring places that foster
personal, community and environmental health
while upholding four core principles:
•
Care for and make the most of what we have
•
Serve the entire community
•
Create more connections
•
Build better partnerships
Under these four principles, the plan highlights
system-wide goals for the next 30 years. One such
goal under the “care for and make the most of what
we have” principle is to re-energize downtown open
spaces and enhance our connection to the arts, to
our local economy, and to each other. This would
include building upon existing arts and culture
programming as well as day-to-day visitation of
downtown businesses and open-spaces.
In addition, the plan provides a regional context of
parks in Eugene and explores Eugene’s developed
parks system, which includes different categories
of parks: Metropolitan parks, Community parks,
Neighborhood Parks, and Urban Plazas. Each type of
developed park fills a key function within the larger
system from hosting large community gatherings to
fostering childhood social and physical development.
Two primary goals associated with developed parks
are: to renovate existing parks that are in poor
condition and develop new parks in neighborhoods

that are currently unserved. One recommended
action to fulfill this goal is to renovate the Park Blocks
to bring more active uses to downtown. The Park
Blocks are the only downtown park, and draw visitors
from the larger community pool. It is critical that
redevelopment of the Park Blocks promotes active
uses, appealing to all ages and foster a sense of
downtown pride.
Eugene has 52 developed playgrounds of a variety of
scales and sizes throughout different neighborhoods.
Playgrounds are also provided by Bethel and 4J
school district schools. One recommended action
within the development of playgrounds is to build
a significant playground in the heart of downtown
to encourage more families with children to live and
play in the city’s urban core. Downtown spaces can
encourage play through the use of innovative art,
furnishings, water features and nature play/learning
opportunities.
The plan broadly outlines implementation policies
for responsible stewardship and management of
Eugene’s Parks and Recreation system. One such
action states, “Park and Recreation facilities shall be
planned, constructed and maintained to meet the
highest standards of accessibility, environmental
outcomes and natural disaster resiliency as is
practical.” Key design tenets of the Eugene Town
Square are to support the creation of an accessible
environment that is welcoming to all.
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SUBSEQUENT IMPACTS OF PLANNING EFFORTS

COORDINATED DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT:
The final report exploring three separate scenarios for
development of the County Courthouse and City Hall
followed numerous meetings with Joint Task Force
and Elected groups in the fall of 2016. In December
of that year, County Commissioners and City Council
met separately to discuss scenarios that culminated
later that month with majority votes to pursue
negotiations for a land exchange. Lane County would
pursue purchase of the former City Hall property
and the City of Eugene would pursue purchase of
the Butterfly Lot property. The significance to Town
Square lies in the report’s collection of information
on each study site, including extensive background
data, site analysis, and building programming. The
report’s Construction costing, now three years old,
has less relevancy today, yet provides a basis of
understanding multiple cost driving factors. The
report marks a pivotal moment in downtown politics
that shift perception of a City Hall from its interior
to its surroundings and reaffirms a dedication to
downtown. The decision by City Council to move
the site for a new City Hall to the Butterfly Lot with
expansion of Lane County Farmers Market created
the opportunity to consider a revitalized and
reclaimed civic heart in downtown. Deliberation
continued between the City and County over the last
couple of years, finalizing purchase of the property
in early 2019.
PLACE MAKING IN EUGENE:
The Project for Public Spaces (PPS) “Placemaking
in Eugene” efforts provided critical public input on
current impressions and future hopes for downtown
public spaces. The report addressed the entirety of
downtown but highlighted key barriers to pedestrian
use of the Park Blocks during non-market days.
These findings provided an important statistical
foundation for future design work. The PPS report
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also led to several Lighter, Quicker, Cheaper (LQC)
interventions intended to activate the space and
address first-tier safety concerns. These included
the addition of an elevated dining deck, brightly
colored, movable seating, temporary chess board,
and the use of planter boxes and painted crossings
between the West and East Park Blocks across Oak
Street. Furthermore the “Power of Ten” approach
to activating space provided a useful benchmark
for programming and use opportunities in future
designs.
PARK BLOCKS MASTER PLAN:
The Park Blocks Master Plan has proved a useful
foundation for many of the studies that followed
it. However, implementation of the original plan as
written was challenging due to several factors;
•
The City Hall was not included as part of the Plan.
•
The Park Blocks were owned by the City of
Eugene and Butterfly Lot owned by Lane County.
•
Funds had not been committed to a design
process or construction.
•
The design had not been vetted via a public
involvement process, including which elements
of historic significance the community valued
retaining/preserving.
To further the important findings of the Park Blocks
Master Plan, the City of Eugene hired Project for
Public Spaces in 2017 to develop the Placemaking
in Eugene report. The Coordinated Downtown Plan
was completed in 2016. Both generated important
public input and paved the way for the City of
Eugene to take ownership of the Butterfly Lot. These
subsequent efforts were critical to the conception of
Town Square as owned and operated by the City of
Eugene, including a new Farmers Market building,
City Hall, and updated Park Blocks.

CITY HALL DESIGN PROCESS:
The design team of Rowell Brokaw/Miller Hull
employed numerous integrated design workshops
with professionals and city staff and provided
incremental updates to City Council between 2014
and 2015, leading to a completed construction
document set at the end of 2015.
The 2013-2016 City Hall (simplified as 2016 City Hall)
design objectives included a LEED Gold target with
EUI of 30 kBtu/year and a Net Zero ready building
to meet future high performance standards. The
building boasted a transparent facade with a warm
aesthetic and quality materials meeting a 50 year
plus lifespan goal, as well as indoor and outdoor
space flexible for programs supporting vibrant public
activity. The building would meet objectives toward
future adaptability and minimize life cycle and
operation costs. Three categories were identified in
the schematic design process to frame these project
objectives: Performance, Civic Character, and Legacy
and Resilience.

The City Hall Plaza was largely shaped in response to
the Legacy and Resilience objective, resulting in an
open, flexible paved plaza with City Hall as either a
formal or informal backdrop depending on how the
space was programmed. The design implemented
an axial connection to 8th Avenue to align with the
City’s plan for a Great Street connecting downtown
to the Willamette River.
EPD CPTED ASSESSMENT:
Recommendations made in the EPD report were not
implemented as described to date. However, safety
recommendations related to pedestrian crossings
as noted in the PPS Report were constructed at the
intersection of Oak and South Park Streets.

The 2016 plan for City Hall included an option for
a Phase 2 building, sited on a Phase 1 parking lot
along 7th Avenue and Pearl Street. The available
space for a Phase 2 building is excluded from the
Town Square building location in order to support
the Farmers Market program and does not have the
same influence on City Hall massing and circulation
as presented in the 2016 design.
The arrangement of circulation in and out of the
building derived from the Civic Character objective
aimed to promote a face-to-face interaction and
public meeting spot or “front porch” upon entry in
order to integrate city staff, elected officials, and the
general public within the daily foot traffic around
town.
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3.3 DOWNTOWN CONTEXT
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Eugene Town Square is nestled in the heart of the Downtown Neighborhood,
four blocks away from the sweeping curve of the Willamette River. The
Town Square centers on the intersection of 8th Avenue and Oak Street.
•
Oak Street carries foot traffic, transit, and private vehicles from the
neighborhoods in south Eugene through Town Square and up to the
5th Street Market District.
•
Extending from the Willamette River to west Eugene, 8th Avenue is
identified as one of Downtown’s “Great Streets” due to the significant
presence of public spaces and municipal, county, and federal buildings.
8th Avenue is also the most direct connection between downtown and
the Willamette River, and projects such as a two-way street conversion,
new bicycle facilities, the railroad quiet zone, and the Downtown
Riverfront Park will improve that experience.
•
Park Street partially encircles the square, with gaps on the north and
east sides, due to right-of-way vacations in the 1950s. The remaining
Park Street segments provide business access, parking, and loading/
unloading for the Park Blocks on the southeast, south, and west sides
of the square.
•
Willamette Street visually connects Spencer Butte and Skinner Butte,
each landmark anchoring Eugene’s geographic identity. Willamette
Street terminates briefly at the Hult Center for the Performing Arts
becoming a pedestrian corridor flanked by the largest conference
center and hotel in town both sitting diagonally across 7th Avenue
from Eugene Town Square.
•
East Broadway is populated by businesses that activate with people
most of the day and night with anchors at Willamette Street to the
west and the John G. Shedd Institute for the Arts and Whole Foods
to the east where Broadway turns into Franklin Boulevard, which is a
primary connection to the University of Oregon and Springfield.
•
Pearl Street complements Oak Street as a southbound street
connecting to Amazon Parkway and other destinations in South
Eugene and beyond.
•
7th Avenue is half of an arterial couplet (with 6th Avenue), connecting
Highway 105 through downtown to the University and neighborhoods
to the east and north.
Popular bicycle routes on Broadway and Willamette Street provide
lower vehicle speed corridors for east/west and north/south navigation of
downtown, respectively. The City is exploring opportunities for additional
bicycle facilities on the streets to the east of Town Square, which will
improve north/south bidirectional access. Lane Transit District Downtown
Station is within a 5-minute walk to Town Square.
The Park Blocks are the only open space with significant tree cover within
a quarter mile of the downtown core. On Saturdays, the intense hustle and
bustle at the seasonal Eugene Saturday Market and Lane County Farmers
Market boasts a wide array of Eugene/Springfield residents and visitors. At
other times, the activity is more limited. A few restaurants and cafes line
Park Street, some facing their opposite street frontage with a back door to
the square. A focal energy on the square appears lacking from numerous
adjacent building facades, programed activity, and diagonal foot traffic.
Image credit: Bing Maps
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High St

Pearl St

Oak St

Willamette St

Olive St

Charnelton St

E 5th Ave

E 6th Ave

ILE RADIUS
1/8 M

Public Land
Major Commercial
Community
Commercial
Historic

E 7th Ave

E 8th Ave

E Broadway

E 10th Ave

OVERLAY ZONING: (below)
Town Square and most adjacent buildings are part of
the Transit Oriented Development Overlay, Intended
to incentivize pedestrian-friendly streetscapes.

ILE RADIUS
1/8 M

High St

Pearl St

E 5th Ave

Oak St

Willamette St

Olive St

Charnelton St

BASE ZONING: (above)
The Town Square site is one of few sites zoned
“Public Land” within the downtown district. Most
adjacent buildings are zoned “Major Commercial”

1”=500’

E 6th Ave

Transit Oriented
Devlopment
Broadway
Overlay

E 7th Ave

E 8th Ave

E Broadway

E 10th Ave
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1”=500’

Food trucks

High St

Pearl St

Oak St

Willamette St

Olive St

Charnelton St

E 5th Ave

Cafe/Bar

E 6th Ave

ILE RADIUS
1/8 M

Food
Morning / Afternoon
Hours Only

E 7th Ave

Evening / Night
Hours Only
E 8th Ave

Open All Day

E Broadway

E 10th Ave

1”=500’

13

E 5th Ave

14

E 7th Ave

2

9

E Broadway

10
1
5

11

Multi-use
6

E 8th Ave

12

Music

E 6th Ave

15

7

Theater

High St

Pearl St

4

ILE RADIUS
1/8 M

8

ARTS and ENTERTAINMENT: (below)
Town Square is between the 5th Street Market
shopping and entertainment district and music and
theater venues along West Broadway street.

3

Oak St

Willamette St

Olive St

Charnelton St

DINING and BEVERAGE: (above)
Dining and beverage establishments facing the Town Square
have limited hours. Those along Willamette and Broadway
Street have longer periods of operation.

E 10th Ave

1

Actors Cabaret and Annex

2

Broadway Metro

3
4

Cornucopia Bars & Burgers
David Minor Cinemas

5

Eugene Public Library

6

Good Times Cafe

7

The Horsehead Bar

8

The Hult Center

9
10
11

The Jazz Station
Luckey’s Club
McDonald Theater

12
13

Oregon Contemporary Theater
Sessions Music Hall

14

Spectrum

15

Whirled Pies Downtown

1”=500’
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Local

E 6th Ave

ILE RADIUS
1/8 M

Pedestrian Only

High St

Pearl St

E 5th Ave

Oak St

Major Collector

Willamette St

Minor Arterial

Olive St

Charnelton St

Major Arterial

Two Way
E 7th Ave

One Way

E 8th Ave

E Broadway

E 10th Ave

1”=500’

County:
Temporary Surface Lots

DOWNTOWN PARKING: (below)
1,600 public parking spaces are within a 1/8 mile
radius from Town Square. All public parking is
free on evenings/weekends.

ILE RADIUS
1/8 M

2

1

High St

Pearl St

E 5th Ave

Oak St

City/County:
Surface Lots

Willamette St

City/County:
Structured Lots

Olive St

Charnelton St

ROAD ASSESSMENT: (above)
Major and minor arterials front 1/3 of Town Square, providing ample access within
downtown. The remaining 2/3 of street frontage on local streets. Currently all streets
adjacent to Town Square are one-way eastbound, westbound, or northbound.

E 6th Ave

Privately Owned
Parking
Parking space quantities
undetermined

E 7th Ave

Street Parking
1

County : 272 spaces

2

Hult Center: 520 spaces

3

Parcade 438 spaces

4

Broadway Place: 729 spces
spaces

5

Public Library: 69 spaces

6

Overpark 598 spaces

7

Pearl St: 262 spaces

8

8th Ave & Pearl St: 88 spaces

9

spaces
Ferry St Bridge: 36 Spaces

10
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8
4

E Broadway
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Interim Rollpark: 285 spaces
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EMX Route
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52

13

E 5th Ave

Oak St

52

Olive St

Charnelton St

40

EMX Stop

66
Bus Stop

67

95

Bus Route Direction

E 7th Ave

#
95
E 8th Ave

12

13

Bus Number

91 96

E Broadway

51

E 10th Ave

33
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36 41 55

Willamette St

BIKE LANES and RACKS: (below)
Several bike parking facilities, totaling over 175 permanent
spaces are present within the 1/8 mile radius.
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E 7th Ave
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48

2

5

E 8th Ave

20

16

6

2

10

12 6

2

10

10 10
75
4
4

6
10

Future Neighborhood Greenway

Bike Boulevard

Popular Bicycling Route

Bike Lane

E 6th Ave

ILE RADIUS
1/8 M

14

Popular Bicycling Route

High St

Pearl St

E 5th Ave

Oak St

Olive St

Charnelton St

BUS ROUTES and STOPS: (above)
Seven bus routes pass within 1/8 mile of Town
Square. The EmX bus runs less than two blocks
away with stations within 1/4 mile of Town Square

#

Permanent U-Rack

#

Permanent Wave Rack

#

Bollard

#

Moveable Rack

#

Toast Rack

8

2

20

E Broadway

E 10th Ave

1”=500’
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3.4 SITE ANALYSIS
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At the time of their initial platting, the Park Blocks
were superimposed on the downtown grid, and the
four original quadrants are each on a different corner
of the intersection of Oak Street, and 8th Avenue.
As a result, the site of the project for Eugene Town
Square is comprised of three partial blocks separated
by 8th Street and Oak Street and bound on the east,
south, and west sides by Park Street. Additionally,
the extension of the Northwest Block that will be the
site for the new City Hall fronts 7th Avenue. The West
and East blocks are roughly equal in length and
width while the Northwest Block is twice the length
to width. See Map to the right for square footage and
dimensions.
SOLAR ASPECT:
Shadow patterns cast from adjacent buildings
passively cool parts of Oak Street and Park Streets
adjacent to the square. West Park Street receives
morning sunlight along adjacent building frontage
while East Park Street is largely in shadow until
late morning. Latent heat from the paving at the
center and east side of Town Square radiates in the
evenings, while West and South Park Street receive
shade in warmer months. Tree canopy provides
seasonal shade and passive cooling, and additional
cooling is provided on the West Park Block by the
fountain.
The albedo of the surface material is moderate to low,
partially due to tree canopy cover, asphaltic concrete,
and aged concrete. The pavement absorbs much of
the heat from the sun, resulting in a square that feels
“hot.” The lower surface reflectivity of the pavement
corresponds to longer radiance of heat, warming
the square for longer duration. This effect intensifies
in warmer months, consequently when the park is
more active. Of all contiguous surfaces in the square,
the existing parking structure receives the highest
irradiation and contributes most to downtown’s
urban heat island.
TREES and NATURAL FEATURES:
Planting on the Northwest Block is generally in poor
health. On the Park Blocks species diversity includes
22 coniferous and 35 deciduous canopy of varying
size and age. At a minimum, heritage trees signify
any Oak species 34 inches in diameter at breast
height (DBH) and any other tree 44 inches in DBH.
Woodland character within the Park Blocks is largely
attributed to closely grouped cedar and false cedar
trees with high canopies and tall narrow trunks. This
character is unique in downtown and recalls north
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facing hillsides in the region. Similarly planted stands
may be seen on side slopes of nearby Skinner Butte
or the recently landscaped areas east of the Federal
Courthouse. Other vegetation includes a variety of
native woody shrubs and perennials common in our
region.
ACCESSIBILITY BARRIERS:
Changes in elevation, walking surface texture, cross
slope, line of sight, and perceived level of safety
present intermittent barriers to equal use of the
space for people with mobility concerns.
BUILT STRUCTURES:
The Northwest Park Block is occupied by the
Butterfly Lot, which gets its name from the ramped
deck that symmetrically ascends from the center to
the north and south ends. Two scalloped shelters
set on elevated platforms original to the 1959 design
and located on each southern quarter block are
expressions of the Park Blocks’ mid-century modern
style. High use during Eugene Saturday Market
suggests the functional value of covered shelters
on each block, however architectural barriers
and a problematic format for market booths and
performance use inherent in the structural design
have been documented on previous improvement
plans.
UTILITIES:
Water, fiber optic, storm, sewer and electrical utilities
are routed under all adjacent streets. A steam and
electrical line run underground on the south edge of
both Park Blocks. Storm line and traffic signal supply
lines run on the south edge of the Northwest Block.
Several in-ground power and water connections are
present on the East Park Block and a large power
transformer is present on the West Block.
WALLS:
Site walls of varying height with concrete or basalt
stone construction frame active and passive spaces
in the Park Blocks and frame tree wells or nest park
benches, dividing the square with internal edges
and hidden nooks. Some segments have been
removed over time to open up corner entries or
create pathways to added features in the park, such
as a railing enclosed wood deck for sitting and dining.

Image credit: Cameron McCarthy
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THE GRADUATE HOTEL
SURROUNDING BUILDING FACES LOOKING NORTH FROM 7TH AVENUE

SESSIONS MUSIC HALL
SURROUNDING BUILDING FACES LOOKING WEST FROM BUTTERFLY LOT

Image credits: Cameron McCarthy
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OAK STREET

UMPQUA BANK

OAK STREET

WAYNE MORSE FREE
SPEECH PLAZA

PUBLIC SERVICES
BUILDING

SURROUNDING BUILDING FACES LOOKING NORTH FROM 8TH AVENUE

7TH AVENUE
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DRAWING KEY:

Midcentury Modern Architecture

1

LANE COUNTY COURTHOUSE

2

HARRIS HALL

3

LANE COUNTY PUBLIC SERVICES BLDG

4

MIXED-USE COMMERCIAL

5

WAYNE MORSE FREE SPEECH PLAZA

6

ENCLOSED STAIRWELL

7

CANOPY STRUCTURE

8

CIRCULAR FOUNTAIN

9

PARKING STRUCTURE (Butterfly Lot)

10

ACCESSIBLE RAMP

PUBLIC ART:

A

UNTITLED, ‘FISH’ SCULPTURE BY TOM HARDY C. 1952

B

CASTINGS ON BASALT WALL BY JAN ZACH C. 1959

Native Plantings

•

PLANT FORMS

•

THREE STANDING FORMS

LEGEND:
DECIDUOUS TREE
CONIFEROUS TREE
NON-PAVED SURFACE
STREET LIGHT POLE

Mature Trees

PEDESTRIAN LIGHT POLE (TRIPLE GLOBE)
WALL WITH BASALT STONE FACING
CONCRETE RETAINING WALL
BENCHES
BARRIER TO ACCESSIBILITY

Stairs, parking structure wall, or non-compliant ramp.
See Site Analysis for further info.

PRIMARY ENTRY
Business access

SECONDARY ENTRY
Bright, Movable Seating
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Back-of-house or other.
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4

EAST PARK ST.

A

OAK ST.

4

WEST PARK ST.

8

SOUTH PARK ST.

4

4

4

Image credits: Cameron McCarthy
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RMER'S MARKET TENT LAYOUT
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CURRENT FARMER’S MARKET
TENT LOCATION

EUGENE SATURDAY MARKET TENT LAYOUT
CURRENT SATURDAY MARKET
BOOTH LOCATION

Image credit: Cameron McCarthy
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THE EUGENE SATURDAY MARKET:
The Eugene Saturday Market began with 29
members in May 1970 selling under the Overpark
structure along 10th Avenue. In 1971 the Saturday
Market moved to the Butterfly Lot between 7th and
8th along Oak Street. In 1982, the Saturday Market
moved to its current home in the Park Blocks.

THE LANE COUNTY FARMERS MARKET:
The Lane County Farmers Market (LCFM) can trace
its roots as far back as the Eugene Producers Market,
which opened in 1915. That early market was also
located at the corner of 8th Avenue and Oak Street,
similar to LCFM. In 1979, LCFM was started as an
organization and has grown to over 100 members.

The Saturday Market operates from 10am-5pm every
Saturday from April to mid-November in the West
and East Park Blocks. As many as 275 members
participate on a given market day, in addition to the
International Food Court, performance stage, and
information booths.

Lane County Farmers Market operates on Saturdays
from 9am - 3pm from April to November. On
Saturdays, over 60 vendors sell at the Farmers Market
located north of the Park Blocks and wraps around
the south end of the Butterfly Lot, facing 8th Avenue.
On Tuesdays, 20-30 Farmers Market vendors occupy
the East Park Block from 10am - 3pm, between
May and October. The Farmers Market also operates
a Winter Market of 20-30 vendors at 8th and Oak
(Butterfly Lot) from 10am - 2pm during the months
of February and March.

The Saturday Market is a long-standing stakeholder
in the Park Blocks, having occupied the site on
Saturdays, rain or shine, for over 35 years. The
identity of the market is closely tied to the physical
space which it occupies. The following spatial
considerations are relevant to the Saturday Market:
1. Booth locations of long-standing members are
very personal. Member preferences are related
to the presence of sun, shade, walls, adjacency
to the fountain, being located at a busy corner or
tucked away in a quiet space.
2. Vehicular circulation on East, South and West
Park streets is important to providing convenient
access to load and unload.
3. The organic, non-linear arrangements of booths
is key to the wandering shopping experience
the Market hopes to encourage.
4. The energy created by the Food Court and Stage
on the East block provide an important function
of drawing people through the quieter West
Park Block on their way from the Lane County
Farmers Market across Oak Street.

The plan drawing to the left shows the current
Farmers Market layout, which is inadequate for
LCFM’s current and future needs, but resulted from
a strong desire to stay in the Park Blocks, adjacent to
Saturday Market.
In 2019, LCFM Site Expansion Committee and Board
of Directors worked with members to develop a
programming document to envision a covered,
year-round home for its future. See pages 68-69 in
Program for more information.
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Exposed Aggregate Concrete

Broom Finish Concrete

Painted Metal Posts

Painted Wood Decking

Mortared Stone Wall

Cast in Place Concrete Wall

Shady, woodland

Open Lawn

Evergreen Hedge

Sunny Perennials

Low Hedge, Small Trees

Flowering Natives

HARDSCAPE MATERIALS:
Concrete surfacing exhibits a number of aging
qualities presenting barriers to accessibility and
overall wearing appearance. Many concrete panels
have lifted and are no longer flush or have separated,
revealing gaps between panels. Modernist concrete
patterning no longer achieves the contrast between
exposed aggregate and broom finished surface
likely present in the original design. Spalling and
loose aggregate is present throughout. Concrete
stair risers do not meet current standards for
accessible design. Freestanding wall faces with
basalt stone appear structurally intact; however
many corners and ends are missing stones, which
will cause further deterioration over time. Cast-inplace walls are still performing in the West Park Block
locations, while the east block walls show cracking
and buckling, suggesting structural failure, possibly
due to tree root growth. The two scalloped shelters
with concrete roof and steel posts appear in good
standing condition. Wood decking with wood post
and wire mesh railing is a contemporary addition to
expand dining area in the West Park Block. Brightly
colored tables and chairs match those found
downtown, however, the existing benches have
no stylistic companion nearby. Fixtures, although
functional, lack a unified aesthetic.

LANDSCAPE DESCRIPTION:
The Park Blocks have three separate lawns; one large,
south-facing, rectangular area, and a small segment
under tree canopy on the West Park Block. The third
lawn area is rectangular in shape and defined by a
double row of London Plane tree. Each lawn zone is
well-used during weekly events and in good condition.
Woody shrub plantings are mostly hedged with
intermittent gaps where plants may have existed
at time of original planting. Generally, these plants
appear in good health, yet overall planting is sparse
in some areas and seems overgrown in others. Shady
perennials on the west block also appear sparse with
wide swaths of underutilized area and are covered
with bark mulch. This limits visual surveillance and
can contribute to visitors feeling unsafe, consistent
with CPTED principles. Perennials in sunny locations
provide some color, yet also lack consistent structure
or densely established plant communities.

Image credits: Cameron McCarthy
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Image credit: Christopher Trotchie
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4 TOWN SQUARE PROGRAM
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2016 Park Block Plan
Image credit: PPS

Image credit: PPS
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The initial Eugene Town Square project scope
included with the RFP was developed using content
from the Coordinated Downtown Plan (see page
34), the Placemaking in Eugene report written by
Project for Public Spaces, and direction from the
Eugene City Manager’s office. It included updates to
the existing West and East Park Blocks and adjacent
Park streets, the conversion of 8th Avenue to a bidirectional great street, and removing the “butterfly”
parking lot to construct a year-round market pavilion,
a plaza, and a new City Hall north of 8th Avenue. The
8th Avenue project was not included in the scope
of the Town Square concept design, however rightof-way widths and locations, sidewalk locations, and
widths and presence of bike lanes and medians have
impacts on both projects. The new City Hall was
included in the project program, but only floor plate
shape, orientation and basic building massing were
developed as part of the conceptual design effort.

•

•
•

for culture and commerce
Connect the key public spaces and destinations,
including those that lie outside the downtown,
with walkable, bikeable “streets as places”
Create safety and security for everyone
Create a city-wide, on-going Placemaking
campaign for the downtown

Between August and November 2016, PPS engaged
the public in a variety of ways, speaking to or
surveying over 2,300 people and observing activity
in downtown public spaces over a period of several
months. In response to public comment and the PPS
recommendations the City of Eugene established
several positions including the Downtown Manager
and Downtown Ambassadors to increase event
programming, help activate the downtown public
spaces on a daily-basis and provide security without
a police presence.

The 2016/2017 placemaking effort led by Project
for Public Spaces (PPS) set the foundation for
developing the conceptual outdoor spaces program.
The study focused on key public spaces in Downtown
Eugene, including the Park Blocks. The City and key
stakeholders identified several goals for the initiative
which frame the ambitions for the Town Square
project as an iconic, central, civic space for all of
Eugene to gather, and celebrate:
•
Create vibrant, engaging public spaces in the
downtown that appeal to everyone: residents
and families, downtown employees, students,
and visitors
•
Give downtown Eugene a sense of place and a
unique identity
•
Attract
new
businesses,
catalyze
new
development, and create a mix of uses
•
Embrace downtown Eugene as the city’s center
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In addition to the Hult Center Plaza, Kesey Square,
and the Downtown Library plaza, PPS investigated
the perceived challenges and opportunities specific
to the Park Blocks (a core component of the future
Town Square). The following goals were developed to
guide future improvements to the Park Blocks:
•
A Civic Square for all of Eugene: a gathering
place for the city
•
A destination that accommodates families,
government and downtown employees with
passive and active uses; all week long
•
A permanent home for both the Lane County
Farmers Market and the Eugene Saturday
Markets, and other types of markets
•
Edge buildings busy with retail, visible activities,
and cafés spilling out onto the sidewalks
•
Make each Park Block more permeable,
connected and ADA accessible, with central
areas of each Park Block visible from all entry
points
•
Traffic calming on 8th Avenue and Oak Street
to allow for safe crossing and visual connection
between the Park Blocks
PPS developed a conceptual plan for the Park
Blocks based on public input and their extensive
placemaking experience. The plan creates a unique
“identity” for each of the blocks to incentive new
programming and provide for a safer, more active
space on non-market days.
PPS utilized their “Power of Ten” tool which aims
to ensure that a park is a lively destination - any
major public destination should have at least ten
“places” within it and each of those places should
have at least ten things to do. Activities may change
throughout the day, week or year, but by always
considering how a place will be used and how the
activities will support each other, a park will more
likely be a destination that attracts a wide crosssection of people.
Transforming the current space into one that is
active throughout the day, week and year represents
a significant shift to the current park space. For Town
Square to be a lively space that appeals to many users,
the new design must attract families with children,
downtown office workers, residents from throughout
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the city, and visitors. This requires balancing formal
and scheduled activities with opportunities for
informal and serendipitous interactions within the
space. Incorporating activities and amenities that
can be used daily, in any season, the addition of
iconic “instagrammable” elements, and increased
functionality and event opportunities for user groups
will help create a more robust activity schedule all
week, year-round.
Future programming possibilities are only one
aspect of the Town Square conceptual program.
Public involvement efforts by both PPS and the
Cameron McCarthy team showed the community
feels strongly that Saturday Market and Lane County
Farmers Market (LCFM) are the most successful
current uses of the space and should remain “anchor”
activities. Additionally, community members and
the City of Eugene noted Sunday Streets, the Slug
Queen competition, summer beer garden, and
lunchtime food trucks as key programming activities
that the conceptual design should support.
Over the course of three rounds of meetings, existing
stakeholders (including the Saturday Market, LCFM,
visual arts and performing arts groups and City of
Eugene Cultural Services event organizers) provided
input critical to developing a project program which
accommodated current and expanded future uses.

“Fish” Sculpture, Fountain, and Saturday Market Tents
Image credit: Cameron McCarthy

THE EUGENE SATURDAY MARKET:
The Eugene Saturday Market has been an institution
in Downtown Eugene for decades. The community
recognizes the importance of maintaining, and
where appropriate, expanding Saturday Market
capacity as part of the Town Square design. Key
program considerations include;
•
Maintaining the current number and location
of tents; neighbors will stay neighbors and
major sight lines into and within the market are
preserved
•
Expand the Food Court to provide more seating
•
Provide a permanent covered stage structure
•
Increase electrical, water and sanitary sewer
connections
•
Provide safe pedestrian crossings between
blocks and generous space at corners for waiting
•
Maintain shade with trees and/or shade
structures
•
Maintain vehicle parking and loading/unloading
access at perimeter of blocks
•
Maintain vehicle circulation patterns around
blocks
•
Maintain space for portable toilets equal to
current use

Busy Saturday afternoon on the lawn at Saturday Market
Image credit: Cameron McCarthy

Market at Dilworth Plaza Philadelphia, PA
Image credit: OLIN
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VISUAL ARTS:
Representatives from the Fine Arts community came
from public, private, and non-profit organizations
across Eugene (see Appendix C: Interested Parties
list). The Visual Arts community offered several ideas
for how Town Square can showcase art. These ideas
will continue to be developed in collaboration with
local artist groups and the City of Eugene. For more
on recommendations for future integration of art,
see the Conclusion.
PERFORMING ARTS:
Individuals, groups, and organizations from the
Performing Arts community (see Appendix C:
Interested Parties list) provided input on current
and future performance space within Town Square.
These groups noted that the current stage location
was difficult to program due to indirect loading, lack
of “backstage” area, and concrete ground surface.
Expanded future performance spaces should
consider:
•
Including a wooden floor for dance performances
•
A covered structure tall enough to accommodate
some lifts/acrobatics
•
Option to create a stage backdrop for visual and
auditory control
•
Ability to create “staging” or “backstage” area
adjacent to stage(s)
•
Direct loading paths
•
Restrooms close to stage
•
Integrated sound and lights
•
Facing the stage East or North to avoid
undesirable sun exposure
•
Multiple size performance areas; large, medium,
small
•
Formal and informal performance spaces
•
Area south of City Hall as a performance space
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CITY OF EUGENE CULTURAL SERVICES OFFICES:
The City of Eugene currently programs the Park Blocks
with a variety of successful activities year-round.
These include the Slug Queen competition in August,
Sunday Streets in September, National Dance Week
activities in April, the Light Up Downtown event in
December, and during the summer months various
music, games, food trucks, and a Friday night beer
garden. City of Eugene Cultural Services staff noted,
as did many other stakeholders, that the current
Park Blocks are difficult to use and suggested the
following improvements to support more citysponsored programming:
•
Improve loading/unloading at the edges of the
blocks
•
Provide various size performance spaces with
appropriate utility connections
•
Allow expansion across blocks for larger events
•
Improve sight lines into the blocks from West
Broadway
•
Consider access control and space partitioning
during events with alcohol

The Eugene Slug Queen festival which takes place in the Park Blocks every summer.
Image credit: Wikipedia

Rainy Street Food Cart Pod in Austin, TX
Image credit: Authentic Food Quest
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Organic Redneck at the Lane County Farmers Market, summer 2019.
Image credit: Cameron McCarthy

LANE COUNTY FARMERS MARKET:
The Lane County Farmers Market provided the design
team with a preliminary program at the outset of the
project, guiding work by PPS and Cameron McCarthy
to develop a conceptual plan for the Market Pavilion
and adjacent plaza that would meet the needs of
the market as it expands in size and operating
season. PPS prepared a detailed questionnaire and
interviewed market leadership to better understand
current operations of the market and improvements
offered by a new facility. Issues covered included tent
layout and type of vendors, loading and servicing
needs, and anticipated future changes including the
expansion of the beer garden and smaller market
gathering zones. Key design considerations pulled
from the LCFM Program document and determined
through subsequent meetings include:
•
Operations expanding to year-round presence,
one to two days per week, utilizing the plaza and
pavilion
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

48,000 s.f. of outdoor vending space
10,000 - 12,000 s.f. covered pavilion which can be
used year-round
The pavilion should be completely “open” to foot
traffic on all sides
Cover for rain and temperature control to be
considered
Accommodate loading of trucks 12’-0 tall
Have a “barn” or “rustic” feeling
Ability to support presentations and/or cooking
demonstrations
Minimum of 60’-0” wide for optimal internal
layout
Accommodate (120) 10’ x 10’ tents between
indoor and outdoor spaces
Accommodate 30-35 vendors within the Market
Pavilion
Internal and peripheral loading for passenger
vehicles and box trucks
Maintain fire access along West Park Street

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Paving profile sufficient to support heavy-vehicle
traffic
Paving pattern conducive to the 10’ x 10’ tent
layout
Improved sight lines into the market from 8th
Avenue and Oak Street
Internal way finding features and tent
“neighborhoods” with no “dead-end” aisles
Internal zones of seating
Spaces for busking throughout the market
Beer garden located as far from the corner of 8th
and Oak as is feasible
Consideration of shade needed to preserve
perishable products and maintain vendor
comfort in summer months
Landscape
which
speaks
to
productive
landscapes; pollinator habitat, stormwater
treatment, edible/medicinal species
Increased water, electrical and sanitary hookups
throughout the site
Water fountains and/or hand washing stations
Include trash and recycling facilities and pickup
150 s.f. of storage space
Restroom that can be used by vendors

Following development of the LCFM expansion
program, PPS researched comparable market layouts
and pavilions and developed a series of optional
layouts for the market in the pavilion and plaza. After
review and comment from LCFM, PPS developed
several “bubble” diagrams for the market layout. A
working session was conducted by PPS during a
site visit in May. Attendees included Angela Norman,
Executive Director of the LCFM and the Farmers
Market Site Expansion Committee. The discussion
focused on a variety of market pavilions from around
the country; the program for the market along
with other ancillary uses; the layout of the market indoors and out; architectural styles and materials for
the pavilion; and permanent or flexible programming
and landscape elements. A preferred layout was
selected, along with preliminary pavilion styles and
materials.

Fresh produce at the Lane County Farmers Market
Image credit: Cameron McCarthy

Lane County Farmers Market
Image credit: Cameron McCarthy

Pavilion at the Ithaca Farmers Market
Image credit: Jenni Stuart
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Community members participating in “Dot the Spot” activity at the Town Square Imagination Lab, May 2019.
Image credit: Cameron McCarthy

Survey dot boards from the Imagination Lab
Image credit: Cameron McCarthy
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THE IMAGINATION LAB:
In addition to the program provided by the City
of Eugene and developed in conjunction with key
Town Square stakeholders, the Cameron McCarthy
team focused the first of three public events on
determining what programming and amenities the
community felt should be included in the future
Town Square. The “Imagination Lab” held at Whirled
Pies (see Public Process Results, page 76) focused on
answering the following questions:
•
What iconic elements currently define Town
Square and what would make it more
memorable in the future?
•
What basic amenities or services should always
be available in Town Square?
•
What day-to-day activities, events, or attractions
would incentive various users to visit the park on
a regular basis?
•
How should the look and feel of Town Square
communicate Eugene’s unique and wonderful
qualities to visitors?
Over 1,000 people responded to these questions in
person or online. The community overwhelmingly
indicated that they want a Town Square that
“feels natural” and is activated by regular musical
performances, cultural events, political gatherings,
events in winter, and places to eat, drink, and
picnic. The public showed support for key amenities
including restrooms, tourism and local event
information, and safe and ample bike parking. For
more detailed information on the Imagination Lab
and the corresponding survey results see Appendix
E, Survey Results #1.
The initial program direction from the City of Eugene,
stakeholder meetings, and public involvement
process informed a comprehensive project program.
The program elements and project goals below are
the basis of the project’s design. This list considers the
size, location and relationship of new and existing
built elements that will comprise the Town Square
as well as the character and feel of the space.
IDENTITY, CHARACTER AND SAFETY:
Unify three distinct blocks in form and function
to create a singular, cohesive public space that
can be used in part or whole
•
Maintain existing natural elements (lawn, trees,
plantings) to the greatest degree possible
•
Extend project improvements to the face of
adjacent buildings to make the entire project
•

•

•
•
•

boundary a unified space
Minimize walls, ramps, tall plantings, and
elevated areas and improve lighting to increase
sight lines into and within Town Square
Minimize vertical grade change, ramps, and
stairs to support a universally accessible space
Improve lighting to expand potential hours of
operation/use and increase safety
Incorporate built elements, materials and forms
significant to the culture of local residents

ROADS AND ADJACENT BUILDINGS:
Elevate all roads surrounding the Town Square
with the exception of 7th Avenue to create
a “curbless” environment from building face to
building face
•
Introduce traffic calming measures including
reduced road widths, use of decorative paving
patterns, sidewalk bulb outs, street trees, and
speed tables
•
Convert 8th Avenue to a two-lane, two-way,
multi-modal great street connecting Downtown
to the Riverfront (Town Square sidewalk locations
and traffic patterns to be coordinated with this
effort)
•
Modestly reduce street parking and transition
some street parking to ADA and/or family spaces
around the Park Blocks and Northwest Block
•
Expand sidewalks outside of adjacent businesses
which front the park to create occupied space at
the edges of the Square
•
Carry paving pattern all the way to the face of
adjacent buildings
•

STRUCTURES:
A permanent, covered stage space on the
Southeast Park Block, roughly the same
size, location, and orientation as the current
performance space
•
An enclosed space for storage, restrooms and/or
information station on the Southeast Park Block
•
A pavilion in alignment with 2019 LCFM Site
Needs and Vision document for a market
structure on the plaza to the north of 8th Avenue
which includes restroom facilities
•
A new City Hall structure just south of 7th Avenue,
anchoring the Northwest block
•
City Hall primary entry to face south towards the
Farmers Market Pavilion and plaza
•
Accessory structures for storage, restrooms, and
utility infrastructure as needed
•
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Galvez Plaza, The “Crest” Stage
Image credit: Mark Bienvenu

PLANTING AND LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS:
Maintain as many existing, healthy trees as
possible
•
Plant new trees to replace current failing
specimens, and provide future transitional
canopy
•
Create pleasant year-round micro-climate and
ensure a healthy transitional tree canopy
•
New trees to be planted in accordance with
urban tree planting best practices
•
Introduce a safe, interactive fountain on the
Southwest Block
•
Maintain popular areas of lawn including along
East Park Street, and the west side of South Park
Street
•
Plantings to have educational or functional
purpose; stormwater planting, pollinator habitat,
climate-smart planting, culturally relevant
species
•
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•

Maintain popular areas of lawn including along
East Park Street, and the west side of South Park
Street

Existing plane trees on East Park Block
Image credit: Cameron McCarthy

Existing trees & fountain on West Park Block
Image credit: Cameron McCarthy

Dilworth Plaza Fountain
Image credit: Sahar Coston Hardy
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Image credit: Christopher Trotchie
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5 PUBLIC PROCESS RESULTS
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Community members providing input on park elements at the Town Square Imagination Lab; May 2019
Image Credit: Cameron McCarthy

Town Square team member explaining design concepts at the Town Square Block Party, July 2019
Image Credit: Christopher Trotchie
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“...this team has put in a ton of excellent work, has been
very thoughtful, has approached community feedback
in a fun, and comprehensive manner, and overall this
project is inspiring.”
- community member via survey
The project team aimed to understand public
opinion and desires about the future of Town Square
through four avenues:
•
Stakeholder work sessions for specific topics
and user groups; the project team sought to
collaborate with well-connected groups of
stakeholders from across Eugene who were
invested in the project outcome
•
Public events and surveys at key design
milestones
•
Direct outreach to specific neighborhoods and
demographic groups in Eugene
•
General information about the project shared
on the Eugene Town Square website and social
media accounts
STAKEHOLDER WORK SESSIONS:
The design team embraced public involvement
congruent with the goals for the future Park Blocks;
to be fun, have that “Eugene” feel, to act as our civic
stage, and be enjoyed for generations. Online surveys
and in-person outreach connected the project team
with a wide diversity of community members. The
project engaged future users including performance
artists, musicians, digital media experts, and dancers
to imagine a new vision for the Park Blocks. This
project required shared vision not only amongst
the design team and client, but also the many
stakeholders who currently do or would like to
use the site. The team worked closely with these
stakeholders to understand current needs, potential
for future improvements, and critical concerns.
These meetings guided the project program and
ensured that all proposed designs were suitable not
only for current users but also expanded future uses.
Through outreach to diverse communities, the
project team learned that both art and history can

be expressed through multiple methods in creative
ways. The opportunity to integrate culture into art
and design is an exciting prospect for the next phase
of design.
PUBLIC EVENTS AND SURVEYS:
Eugene Town Square represented the largest
community process for a public space in Eugene. An
estimated 10,000 people connected with the project
in the following ways:

DOWN TOWN
STAKEHOLDERS
EMAIL &
SOCIAL MEDI A

40+ MEETINGS
250+ PEOPLE

5,500+ PEOPLE

800+
ATTENDEES

PUBLIC EVENTS:

WEBSITE

6,541 VISITORS
13.9K PAGE VIEWS

DIRECT OUTREACH

1,458

75+ EVENTS
2,000+ PEOPLE

INTERESTED PARTIES LIST

2,651 SURVEY
RESPONSES
Cumulative public involvement numbers
Image Credit: Cameron McCarthy

The general public was first invited to learn more
about the project and provide comments on May
22nd at Whirled Pies. The 200+ participants at the
“Imagination Lab” were asked key questions about
the overall look, feel, and function of a potential
Town Square.
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The first public survey gauged opinion on the overall
character, function, and major program elements
which should be part of the conceptual design of
Town Square. These questions asked about the iconic
elements that define Town Square now and, in the
future, the basic amenities or day-to-day activities
that should be present, and the ways that space
can communicate Eugene’s unique character to
visitors. Results from the thirteen questions showed
that Eugene residents want a space that celebrates
the area’s natural surroundings and is also active
with events. Art, trees, and events were ranked most
highly as defining features for the future project.
Respondents showed a desire for more dining
options nearby, restrooms and information within
the park, increased cultural events, music and
concerts, and seasonally focused programming.
The second public event, the Town Square “Block
Party”, was held on July 18th in the West Park Block.
Attended by over 500 people, it featured several
local performance groups, and a DJ, and included
food trucks, yoga, and free shaved ice. Attendees
were asked to rank preferences for specific design
elements of three distinct design concepts.
The second public survey gauged opinion on the size,
location, and style of several key program elements
including performance space, an interactive fountain,
and space-defining features such as parking,
planting, storage and restrooms. Each of the three
concepts uniquely approached the design of these
elements and gauged how much physical change
the public supported as part of the project. Survey
results on the ten questions generally showed that
the community was interested in a design concept
that more dramatically transformed the current
Town Square site. The community responded
particularly positively to the inclusion of an updated
fountain, reduction of road widths and parking to
create a more pedestrian-friendly environment,
and the addition of more trees. Survey respondents
broadly agreed that preservation of as many
existing trees as possible and retaining a permanent
performance space on the Southeast Park Block was
preferred. Restrooms and storage should be located
at the Farmers Market Pavilion.
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On September 12, the community gathered to
enjoy performance, food, and review the conceptual
design in the East Park Block. Over 200 people
attended the September Shindig, and combined
with the online survey, about 550 people weighed in
on the final concept.
The final survey polled the public on whether
the conceptual design met certain key project
criteria gathered through the public involvement
process. These included whether the Town Square
was safe and welcoming, active, natural, and

The three public events were designed to attract diverse communities through entertainment: food, drink, performances, and activities.
Flash Mob and Xcape Dance Studios brough energy, creativity, and lots of people to the Block Party.
Image Credit: Christopher Trotchie

memorable. Each category of question included
several sub-questions outlining whether specific
design measures intended to achieve these goals
successfully do so.
Average results for all fourteen of the survey questions
showed that 74% of respondents agreed or strongly
agreed that the conceptual design met the design
objectives.

Survey responses indicating most participants feel positively
about the conceptual design
Image Credit: Cogito Partners

A diversity of views was represented through the
public meeting and survey responses. Aggregating
the results of all three surveys, response totals
included:
•
165 people under age 24
•
385 people of color
•
343 people with incomes under $35K per year
•
275 people with disabilities
•
611 people in North, West and Northwest Eugene
(97402, 97404, 97408)

(Note that some people filled out all 3 surveys so
total individuals participating in the process is lower
than total survey responses.)
The Public Involvement team’s efforts to make
public events entertaining and provide information
in multiple formats contributed to this diverse
response. The public meeting posters were
distributed in Spanish, a translator was available at
all major public events, and the project conducted
three tours with Spanish speakers at the second
event. The project gathered valuable information
through individual and small group conversations
with the accessibility community, including
members of Lane Independent Living Alliance
and Mobility International. An event hosted at the
NAACP Mims house provided insights into how the
design resonates for different communities of color
and a diversity of cultures. A similar event was hosted
in Spanish and included members of the Latinx
community in Eugene.
DIRECT OUTREACH:
The goal of direct outreach was to expand and
diversify the number of individuals aware and
interested in the Town Square project. Outreach
locations included Eugene Saturday Market and
Lane County Farmers Market, key current users of the
Town Square site, as well as neighborhoods outside
of downtown such as Sheldon, Bethel, and River
Road. Youth was another key focus for outreach: the
project team visited high school, middle school, and
elementary school classrooms. See Appendix D for a
list of venues visited over the course of the concept
design process.
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The team worked closely with key downtown and project
stakeholders, reviewed the survey and Public Event
results, and met with lots of people in small groups to
help shape the three design concepts you’ll see.

MEN
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T

DOWNTOWN
STAKEHOLDERS

PU
BL
IC

I

N

WHERE DID THESE IDEAS COME FROM?

25 MEETINGS
200+ PEOPLE

ONLINE
SURVEY

1,000 +
RESPONSES

MAY 21st

IMAGINATION
LAB
200 +

ATTENDEES

DIRECT OUTREACH

24 EVENTS
1,000 PEOPLE

EMAIL &
SOCIAL MEDIA

6,000+

ES
AT R
H
W

OVER 6,000 CONNECTIONS WITH
ALL TYPES OF PEOPLE FROM ALL
THROUGHOUT EUGENE

PONDENT

WHAT DEFINES
TOWN SQUARE?

SS
AI
D

36% 45%
79%
89%
BIG
EVENTS

TREES

A NATURAL FEEL

RESPONDENTS MAKING UNDER $30K/YEAR, UNDER
24, AND NORTH & WEST EUGENE RESIDENTS

61%
66%
48%
TOP

WHAT TO DO IN
TOWN SQUARE?

MAKE IT
ACTIVE

EAT &
DRINK

SPECIAL EVENTS

PICNIC/
RELAX

MUSIC/PERFORMANCES (74%)
CULTURAL EVENTS (63%)
WINTER/HOLIDAY (52%)
POLITICAL GATHERINGS* (45%)

* RESPONDENTS MAKING UNDER
$30K/YEAR & UNDER 24.

N TS
ME
E
EL

OF A PARK

FARMERS MARKET
PAVILION

WHAT SHOULD
IT HAVE?

86% RESTROOMS
73% 72%
BIKE PARKING
INFORMATION

STAGE

WATER FEATURE

LAWN

REST
ROOMS

TREES
STORAGE

INFORMATION
How did we get here? Results from Survey #1
Image Credit: Cameron McCarthy
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CONCEPT 1:
Celebrates natural design shapes and
creates smaller gathering spaces on
each block
CONCEPT 2:
Provides space for large events across
Park Blocks with beautiful tree-lined
streets
CONCEPT 3:
Creates multiple spaces to play and
relax on each block, and allows them
to connect for large events

The team worked closely with key downtown and project
stakeholders, reviewed feedback from two surveys and public
events and held in-person conversations with a wide diversity
of people to shape the three concepts into a final draft.

T
MEN
VE
L
VO DOWNTOWN
STAKEHOLDERS

PUB
LIC

IN

??

HOW
DESIGNCREATED?
CREATED?
HOWWAS
WASONE
ONE DESIGN

10 MEETINGS
75+ PEOPLE
500+
ATTENDEES

JULY 18TH BLOCK PARTY

EMAIL &
SOCIAL MEDIA

ONLINE

6,500+

DIRECT OUTREACH

18+ EVENTS
675+ PEOPLE

1,014 SURVEY
RESPONSES

OVER 7,000 CONNECTIONS WITH
ALL TYPES OF PEOPLE FROM ALL
THROUGHOUT EUGENE

1

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

[18%]

strongly liked

Key Findings: Keep healthy, existing trees,
permanent stage on SE Block, Natural fountain.

SOME CHANGE
[20%] strongly liked
Key Findings: Remove parking around edges of Park
Blocks and provide temporary stage on SW Block

CONCEPT

2

RESPONSES P
ER
CO
NC
EP
T
LITTLE CHANGE

TOP
PREFERENCES

3

MOST CHANGE
[34%] strongly liked
Key Findings: Increase area of lawn and overall number
of trees, paving to make all blocks feel like one park

• NATURAL/ ACTIVE FOUNTAINS
• EVENT SPACE ACROSS OAK ST AND 8TH AVE
• RESTROOMS AND STORAGE IN FARMER’S PAVILION

DEMOGRAPHIC PREFERENCES:
COMMUNITIES OF COLOR
PREFERRED MORE LAWN SPACE AS SHOWN IN CONCEPT 2 & CONCEPT 3
LANE COUNTY FARMERS MARKET & SATURDAY MARKET MEMBERS
PREFERRED KEEPING AS MANY EXISTING TREES AS POSSIBLE FROM CONCEPT 1
RESPONDENTS UNDER 25 AND LOCAL BUSINESSES
LIKED ACTIVE/VARIABLE FOUNTAIN FROM CONCEPT 3

MENTS OF A FINA
ELE
LD
ES
IG
N
ADJUSTABLE

THOSE IDENTIFYING WITH A DISABILITY
PREFERRED MODEST PARKING REDUCTION
IN CONCEPT 2

FOUNTAIN
WITH NATURAL FEEL

PERMANENT SE BLOCK

STAGE
SOME PARKING

CLOSE

MARKET
PAVILION

WITH STORAGE
& RESTROOMS

MORE

LAWN

PRESERVE EXISTING & ADD NEW

TREES
INFO KIOSK

How did we get here? Results from Survey #2
Image Credit: Cameron McCarthy
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Traffic to the Eugene Town Square Website
Image credit: Cogito

WEB, EMAIL, AND SOCIAL MEDIA:
The website and Instagram played a critical role
messaging the project as distinct from other public
space improvements, and effectively engaged
tech savvy generations, who are statistically less
likely to show up to a public meeting. The website
included information on the project background,
team, schedule and contact information as well
as inspirational imagery of comparable projects.
The website’s homepage and public involvement
sections were updated periodically with information
about public events, surveys, survey results, and
public event summaries. The Instagram account
acted as an unofficial promotional tool for current
events in the Town Square and for participation
opportunities to provide input on the design process.
Combined with the successful public events, these
tools change perceptions of the space as an unsafe,
underutilized, outdated, park and encouraged
community members to envision what the space
could be.
The City of Eugene worked to increase the projects
presence on social media using the official City
of Eugene Facebook page. The page shared key
project updates and survey opportunities to its
10,700 followers. The City of Eugene also used paid
82

advertisements on Facebook to broaden the Town
Square posts to an even larger audience.
In addition to the social media presence, the project
leveraged outreach resources from the City of
Eugene to connect with the larger community. The
City of Eugene sent out regular project updates
and survey opportunities to a specific Town Square
email list of close to 1,500 contacts. Important
project information about upcoming events and
surveys were also shared widely using existing city
newsletters, including the Downtown, Parks and
Open Space, and InMotion newsletters.
The team saw a consistent uptick in website visits
and page views throughout the life of the project
and notable increases in views at the time of a public
event. The website provided a direct link to surveys
and all supporting information that each user could
study, revisit, and download. Website visitation and
demographic data was collected throughout the
public involvement process. The team utilized this
to fill gaps in communication methods and conduct
outreach specifically to communities not reached
via digital platforms.

Community members, Ballet Folklorico and Michael Moloi brought dance, culture, stories from South
Africa, family and friends to the September Shindig event.Image credit: Christopher Trotchie
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6 DESIGN CONCEPTS + COST
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CONCEPTS AND COST:
The concept design phase began at the start of the
second of a four-phase design process.
Three design concepts were presented at the second
public event in July of 2019. All designs were derived
from stakeholder and public input following the
Imagination Lab, and each represented varying
degrees of physical change to the site and total
project cost. However, all three concepts integrated
baseline functional needs for market operations and
event circulation. Differences between concepts
were nuanced, yet each presented functional
opportunities and constraints when considering a
variety of events and the relationship of uses within
the Park Blocks to the surrounding context. General
costs for each of the three concept designs were
broken into acquired funds and future funds yet to
be identified.
Following the July public event and on-line survey,
preferences were assessed by user groups. PMT
direction was given on targeted budget goals based
on market needs, city operations, and public needs
in order to provide the design team with a clear
program list to apply to a single revised conceptual
design. Phase 3, Single Concept Design is described
at the end of this section.
THE MARKETS:
The existing Eugene Saturday Market tent layout
remains intact in all concepts with exceptions
described under each concept. Space for full
configuration and expansion of the Farmers
Market is provided in all concepts. Tent layout is not
graphically shown at this phase.
STAGE:
A new stage, elevated 18-inches, is proposed for
outdoor performances such as dance, music, and
speech. Size, orientation, and placement of the
stage in all three concepts are examined by asking
three important questions: can the footprint size
accommodate a range of use types? Next, will the
orientation reinforce the larger organization of Town
Square, such as connecting two or more blocks or
overlap spectator open space with a primary view
corridor? Finally, is there a mix of hard and soft
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surface, exposed and sheltered area, space for active
and passive involvement? Concepts One, Two, and
Three explore a different resolution to these three
questions.
FARMERS MARKET PAVILION:
The Farmers Market Pavilion location and
approximate footprint is the result of prior in-depth
concept design and stakeholder input by the
Farmers Market leadership.
The form and materiality are regionally influenced
and envisioned to be appropriate for the park
and its downtown context. The various structures
described in each concept below will all share similar
materiality including steel for the primary structure,
metal and/or wood for the secondary elements,
transparent panels for roof and doors, and wood or
brick for opaque walls. All concepts cover an area
of approximately 60 x 130-feet with a roof overhang
and vary in how much enclosure they provide. The
interior includes adequate lighting and power to
support the program proposed by the Lane County
Farmers Market.
RESTROOMS:
The inclusion of permanent restrooms in Town
Square has consensus among polled community
members, however location and maintenance are
concerns for this support. A provision for adequate
safety and maintenance of public restrooms is
an important component to the success of this
popularly requested public amenity. According to
questionnaire #2, Farmers Market Pavilion and City
Hall locations are preferred 1.6 times more than the
two Park Blocks for restroom siting.
OPEN HARDSCAPE:
A highly adaptable plaza layout for Town Square is
proposed due to the programmatic need of both
markets and a desire by 65% of those surveyed to
have additional flexible seating for food, drink, and
performance activity. This type of layout can be seen
in town squares abroad and consists predominantly
of paving with seasonal markets and adjacent
businesses regularly mixing patrons and community
members within the space.

CONCEPT 1

CONCEPT 2

CONCEPT 3

FINAL
CONCEPT

PLANTING

• Natural, curving shapes
• Mix of lawn, flowers, and
shrubs

• Rectangular shapes
reminiscent of 1950’s
modernism
• More lawn than shrubs

• Orchard grid of trees
and landscape
• Most lawn
• Least shrub planting

• Preserves most
healthy existing trees
• Lawn and shrub
similar to Concept 2 & 3

FOUNTAIN

• Natural-feeling shape
defined by curving edges
• Natural stone elements

• Shape defined by
asymmetrically
overlapping rectangles
• Contemporary urban
look and feel

• Three interactive
fountains, one on each
Park Block and Farmers
Market Plaza
• Size varies by location

• Interactive fountain
hybrid of Concept 1 and
2 with curving shape

STAGE

• Permanent stage on SE
Park Block
• Sized for small to
medium events
• Facing north

• Permanent stage on SE
Park Block
• Sized for small to
medium events
• Facing west

• Two Permanent stages;
one on each Park Block
• Sized for range of
events
• Both facing north

• Permanent stage
similar to Concept 1
with storage kiosk

FARMERS
MARKET
PAVILION

• Open-air pavilion
without perimeter
enclosure

• Open-air pavilion with
restrooms and storage
area

• Enclosed pavilion with
heating, restrooms, and
storage

• Farmers Market
Pavilion from Concept 3

STREETS
AND
PARKING

• Curbless streets on 8th
Avenue within Town
Square
• Minor impact to street
parking

• Curbless streets on 8th
Avenue within Town
Square + Oak St between
Park Blocks
• Moderate reduction in
street parking

• Curbless streets
throughout entire Town
Square.
• Inclusion of North Park
Street
• Least street parking

• Curbless streets from
Concept 3
• Street parking from
Concept 2

PUBLIC ART:
Although public art is not addressed at this concept
phase, the two existing Jan Zach castings, plant
forms and three standing forms on the basalt walls
and Tom Hardy’s untitled “fish” sculpture shall be
preserved and relocated within Town Square. See
Conclusions section for recommendations to locate
existing artwork and opportunities for new public
artwork.
LIGHTING:
Proper site lighting will help to establish a unique
identity and define a positive urban character and
image for Eugene Town Square. The design should
include lighting for streets, sidewalks, pedestrian
pathways, structures, fountains, and planting areas
to a reasonable extent for safety, security, productivity,
enjoyment, and commerce. Lighting should respond
to the activities that will take place and to the visual

needs that accompany the tasks in each area within
Town Square. Special features and amenities of the
urban environment should be lit to emphasize their
importance as reference points for clarity and visual
orientation. These urban landscape elements may
act as visual anchors or serve as points of arrival for
neighboring residents.
Note: quality LED light fixtures are proposed for all
concepts and shall meet the rigorous demands
of outdoor public space. Except as described in
this report, site lighting is only explored within
the costing exercise for the Three Concepts phase.
Public input on site lighting is included in the
succeeding Concept Plan phase and discussed in
the Conclusions section.
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PHASE TWO: CONCEPT 1
Concept One embraces the northwest natural concept
of curving forms and lush plant beds. Improvements are
lightest, maintaining the current feel while updating the
‘Butterfly’ Lot.

A natural feel. Improvements build on asymmetrical
groupings of trees, curving plant bed shapes, and
a ground plane that highlights a unique aesthetic
independent in each block.
PLANTING:
Four existing London Plane trees on the SE Park
Block and significant conifer trees on the SW and
SE Park Blocks will remain. Retention of existing tree
canopy received the highest response as creating
a memorable Eugene Town Square, followed by
big events and public art. Of the three concepts
shown, Concept One preserves the most trees. The
meandering groupings of existing conifer trees
are repeated by the proposed tree design on the
Farmers Market Block. Proposed tree quantity is
similar to Concept Two, but the arrangement of
trees into groupings is unique to Concept One.
Existing lawn is retained in the two Park Blocks
and added on the Farmers Market Block. Plant bed
edges form playful amoeba-like shapes underneath
tree canopy within the two Park Blocks. Inspiration is
drawn from patches of native wildflowers as well as
stakeholder support of pollinator insects.
FOUNTAIN:
The proposed fountain’s curving shape and
asymmetrical pattern continues nature-inspired
themes paired with materials such as boulder
seating, stone walls, and wood-integrated elements.
All three concepts may provide fountains with a
multitude of programmable jets that can create
geysers, streams, mist, and/or a shallow ¼ inch
skim of water. Each fountain design may be turned
off and the fountain pad shall be level and fully
accessible. The differences between each concept
are better understood by focusing on the material

feel, perimeter shape, and location within Town
Square blocks. Early design sketches investigate one
or multiple fountains in varied locations on the SW
Park Block. The similar placement in both Concept
One and Two responds to stakeholder work session
feedback regarding a need for an interactive kidfriendly fountain and distance from the surrounding
roadways for safety.
STAGE:
Concept One proposes a stage modest in size,
limiting large events; this aligns with weekly Saturday
Market use and provides a diverse experience and
good orientation. Parallel parking remains on South
Park Street for staging and loading to support events.
FARMERS MARKET PAVILION:
Concept One provides the least amount of enclosure.
It consists of a floating roof open on all four sides
and no restroom or storage program. The structure
as shown consists of wide beams supported by
steel columns spaced on a 20-foot square grid.
The structural frame will support luminaries and
a suspended finish ceiling of cedar fins will filter
sunlight and add warmth to the steel interior.
CITY HALL OPEN SPACE:
City Hall’s entry connection to the Farmers Market
plaza and relationship to the Farmers Market
Pavilion are shown for reference. A size range of
plaza is provided across all concepts. The square foot
area and connection to the remainder of the block
are determined by the City Hall building perimeter,
explored here as a three-story massing. An entry
ramp to potential underground garage is shown for
reference and further described at the end of this
section.
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Design Concept One: View looking northeast at the fountain
Image credit: OLIN

Design Concept One: View looking southwest at the fountain
Image credit: OLIN
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City of Eugene staff provide input during
Stakeholder work sessions.
Image credits: Cameron McCarthy

Saturday Market members provide input during
Stakeholder work sessions.

STREETS:
Public
input
shows
majority
support
for
improvements within the rights-of-way such as
seating, tree planting, opportunity for temporary
food carts/trucks, and curbless streets for universal
access between blocks. Furthermore, activities such
as medium to large music or dance performance,
cultural events, holiday events, weekly food trucks,
and temporary art installation suggests a need for
flexibility along the edges of each block to allow easy
access to and integration between blocks.
Of all three, Concept One exhibits the least change
to West, South, and East Park Streets surrounding
the Park Blocks. West Park Street between 7th
and 8th Avenues changes from two-way to oneway southbound with angled parking provided for
business patron use. Eighth Avenue improvements
include bi-directional traffic, lane narrowing,
transition to a curbless street within Town Square,
and shared use with bicycles. The design approach
to 8th Avenue is like Broadway (one block south) and
is the same in all three concepts. Oak Street remains
two-lane one-way traffic with parallel parking along
full length. Seventh Avenue is unchanged. Parallel
parking is largely unchanged. At the time of this
report, 8th Avenue is part of Central Eugene In Motion,
an on-going design and public involvement effort to
identify improvements to multi-modal infrastructure
and broader downtown transportation objectives
identified in the Eugene Transportation System Plan.
Design efforts by the Town Square design team are
purposefully limited to allow further exploration
through Central Eugene In Motion and future design
phases of Town Square.

City of Eugene staff provide input during
Stakeholder work sessions.

LIGHTING:
Two basic layers of lighting will be implemented, one
for street/roadway lighting and a second for safety/
security throughout the park blocks. A family of
“character” fixtures will be used to establish a unique
district along the street and within the park blocks.
Post-top luminaires on 20 to 30-foot poles, 80 to 120
feet on-center will be used to light streets/roadways
and parking areas along the perimeter of each park
block. Multiple flood lights mounted to 30-foot poles
strategically located will be used to light the interior
of the park blocks to keep the open space clear for
various events, with approximately six (6) flood lights
per pole and four (4) poles per block.
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PHASE TWO: CONCEPT 2
Concept Two is a contemporary design of rectangular
shapes and avenues of trees linking the streets and
entrance to City Hall.

Straight lines and rectangular shapes. Straight rows
of trees form a direct, visual connection between the
Park Blocks across Oak Street and between Farmers
Market and City Hall on the North Block.
STAGE:
Concept Two’s design provides a direct visual
connection between both southern Park Blocks by
narrowing Oak Street and locating a west-facing
stage on the SE Park Block. Existing businesses with
frontage onto West Park Street have close access
to the covered seating space. The stage is larger
than Concept One and is equipped with inlaid
wood flooring to support performances, a screen
to mitigate west facing glare, and is connected
to a medium-sized building programmable for
restrooms, storage, or an information booth. Future
reduction of traffic on Oak Street, mainly from high
volume north-bound traffic exiting downtown, is
likely necessary to fully realize these two blocks as
a continuous park. This concept is intended to test
how important merging the Park Blocks across
Oak Street is with the general public. The existing
landscape area underneath the London Plane trees
narrows a few feet in order to accommodate this size
of stage and minimize impact to Saturday Market
booth setup.
PLANTING:
New tree canopy is arranged along primary paths
of travel. Uninterrupted views stretch from the SW
Block to the entry at City Hall, and between the SW
and SE Blocks and along the length of 8th Avenue.
Large conifers on the SW and SE Block as well as the
London Plane trees on the SE Block are preserved
similar to Concept One.

Soft surfaces for picnicking, relaxing, or small group
exercise was rated high on responses to questionnaire
#1 and in specific stakeholder work sessions. Thus,
lawn area is expanded at City Hall and the southern
Park Blocks. The few plant beds shown mimic the
angular shape of the fountain and linear grid of 8x8
foot squares used for market layout and other events.
FOUNTAIN:
Fountain design in Concept Two aligns with an 8x8
foot grid of paving and is flanked by plant bed and
lawn. The jets align with a dramatic view towards
City Hall and function to anchor views to the SW Park
Block when seen from the Farmers Market Block. A
greater quantity of jets is concentrated further away
from adjacent roadways in this concept.
FARMERS MARKET PAVILION:
Concept Two Farmers Market Pavilion provides a
balance of open and enclosed space with restrooms
and storage housed in freestanding walls under the
roof. These freestanding elements will be completely
set apart with wall assemblies finished with wood
or brick and their own height-appropriate roofs. The
covered and enclosed spaces open to the larger
market zone by way of bays with operable doors and
both interior and exterior access to restroom facilities.
The program elements contained within require
lighting, power, mechanical systems, and potentially
commercial cooking. Concept Two includes a
taller roof supported by a steel frame organized on
a 20 x 60-foot grid. The roof is envisioned to be a
combination of 70% metal deck and 30% glass
skylights. Interior finishes and suspended ceiling are
carried over from Concept One.
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CITY HALL OPEN SPACE:
City Hall’s entry forecourt and the Farmers Market
plaza formally align adjacent to a grand allée of
trees framing the building facade. The design team
proposes a forecourt with lawn north of the Farmers
Market Pavilion and open paving with seating
near City Hall for civic-related uses throughout the
weekday and market or pavilion-related uses on the
weekend.
STREETS:
Street parking design is approached like Concept
One with the following changes: Park Street is
curbless and flush with the sidewalk to improve
accessibility. Oak Street is also curbless between the
Park Blocks. Street trees and plant beds are added
to Park Streets, reducing angled and parallel parking.
A majority of those surveyed identify that more
trees and seating on Park Street will improve overall
comfort and usability. Food trucks, bike parking,
curbless streets, and planters are among the top six
requested right-of-way improvements.
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LIGHTING:
In addition to the layers of light outlined in the
first concept, Concept Two introduces a layer of
architectural lighting to the facades of the Farmers
Market Pavilion and stage structures. Decorative
sconces and/or feature facade lighting and down
lights, where appropriate, will be used to enhance
the nighttime presence and emphasize each
building’s importance.

Community members exploring the three design concepts at the Town Square Block Party, July 2019
Image credit: Christopher Trotchie

Design Concept Two: View looking southwest at the East Park Block
Image credit: OLIN
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PHASE TWO: CONCEPT 3
Concept Three creates a unified Town Square, all blocks
act as one but can be used independently. Groves of tree
pay homage to when the site was known as Rest Park in
the 1930s. Both Park Blocks have stages and each block
has a fountain and area of lawn.
A cohesive space where all blocks are unified under
a canopy of trees. Three fountains and two stages,
each distributed to individual blocks.
PLANTING:
The quantity of new tree planting is greater than
in the first two concepts. Groves of trees provide a
sheltered feeling ideal for small to medium sized
group activity. Trees are spaced to allow a partially
closed canopy, limbed high from the ground, and
ordered to be reminiscent of orchards or deciduous
woodland stands along the Willamette River or
the base of Skinner Butte. Existing tree removal is
a trade-off to a rigid geometric order of new tree
canopy. Tree planting on a grid provides a unique
coordination with other plaza elements likely to be
placed on an established grid such as utilities, light
poles, and market tents. In addition to a greater
number of new tree plantings, lawn panels are larger
than in Concept One or Two.
FOUNTAIN:
Three fountains of varying complexity add playfulness,
ambient sound, passive cooling in hot weather, and
a nod to the Park Block’s history by placing a water
feature on each block. The SW Block is programed
with the largest wet fountain area; however, quantity
of jets is comparable to Concept Two. Operability
remains flexible across all concepts shown.
FARMERS MARKET PAVILION:
Concept Three Farmers Market Pavilion is a fully
enclosed structure with facades composed of
glazed operable panels like those referenced in the
description for Concept Two. Restrooms and storage
are carried over from Concept Two. A roof supported
by a steel frame is conceptualized on a 15 x 60-foot
grid with a tongue and groove wood deck. The wider

spans between columns improve interior flexibility
for market setup. Glass light monitors bring daylight
in from above. Lighting, radiant heating elements,
and ceiling fans are included along with suspended
elements described in Concepts One and Two.
STAGE:
A covered stage with an integrated enclosure for an
information booth, storage or restrooms is included
on both SW and SE Park Blocks. Both structures
are set back beyond either side of Oak Street near
South Park Street. The mirrored enclosures create
an informal gateway element to Town Square from
the south. The SE Block stage is designed to meet
the base needs of the Saturday Market with simpler
materials and may be leveraged for other uses
during the week. The SW Block stage is designed
with dance and other performance in mind.
Materials include inlaid wood flooring that may
easily receive additional mats for cushion, canopy
riggings to provide acoustical and lighting flexibility
for various types of performances, as well as optional
temporary backdrop hanging. Both stages include
parallel parking along the back side on South Park
Street for staging and loading to support events.
CITY HALL OPEN SPACE:
City Hall’s plaza is defined at its southern edge by
the reintegration of North Park Street. This concept
indicates the largest area, including North Park
Street, separate from the Farmers Market for City
programming, partially due to a building footprint
consistent with the prior design iteration from 2016.
The footprint for City Hall is yet to be determined,
therefore the design team’s focus for public input is
relegated to the forecourt area plaza space between
City Hall and the Farmers Market.
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STREETS:
The most notable change to the surrounding
roadways is the reintroduction of North Park Street
and its right-of-way. All streets within Town Square
are at grade with the plaza spaces, except Oak Street
between North Park Street and 7th Avenue, and 7th
Avenue itself.
Parallel parking is removed entirely from the flush
portions of Oak Street and is significantly limited on
Park Streets to only drop off spaces and accessible
parking stalls. Parallel parking on the north side
of North Park Street is for drop off or limited to 10
minute or similar, with intention to provide greater
access to City Hall for community members during
the work week. The design team assumes that
Park Streets adjacent to the Farmers Market are
restricted to Farmers Market use only, when full
market capacity is needed on this block.
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LIGHTING:
Concept Three is the most comprehensive approach
to site lighting. Playful color changing LED lights
can be programmed in conjunction with the
interactive fountain feature. Catenary festoon lights
are introduced at the SE Block to create a feeling of
intimacy and encourage al-fresco café dining in the
evening hours. In-ground uplights highlight new
and existing trees. Instead of poles with multiple
flood lights like Concept One, decorative posttop “character” luminaires on elegant posts along
hardscape areas are used to create a hierarchy of
pathways across the park blocks.

Design concept three looking northwest towards the new Farmers Market pavilion and City Hall
Image credit: OLIN

Design Concept Three: View looking toward the fountain
Image credit: OLIN
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Image credit: ZGF

Image credit: Cameron McCarthy

Image credit: ZGF

Image credit: Cameron McCarthy

UNDERGROUND PARKING
Two underground parking options are explored to
verify if salvage of the butterfly lot’s parking within
Town Square is viable considering anticipated Market
uses. Environmental stewardship goals mandate we
utilize all existing resources where practical before
building new parking or planning for parking to be
provided outside of the Town Square blocks. Therefore,
a single-level and a two-level below-ground parking
garage are estimated to explore low-cost and costefficient options respectively. Both options exceed
the total cost and cost-efficiency of above ground
parking garages, making underground parking in
Town Square a more expensive solution to parking
within the context of our downtown core.

seismically rated to receive heavy vehicular loading
for Farmers Market uses plus safety and security
requirements given proximity to high volumes of
people elevate the total cost of such a structure.

The existing parking lot supplies roughly half the
excavation towards a new single below-ground deck
of parking. However, construction of a roof deck
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SINGLE
CONCEPT

Image credit: OLIN
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PHASE THREE: SINGLE CONCEPT
The Concept Plan brings together each design element
with stakeholder and community feedback to balance
necessary program space, functional needs, and broader
public interests.

At the beginning of this project, the design team
asked questions to understand what makes the
Park Blocks uniquely reflective of our Eugene
communities and our region. The Concept Plan
brings together each design element with
stakeholder and community feedback to balance
necessary program space, functional needs, and
broader public interests.
PLANTING:
Existing trees are preserved similar to Concept One,
with the addition of five London Plane trees east of
the new City Hall footprint and another London Plane
tree in the SE Block. Proposed tree planting reinforces
a strong north/south axial connection between City
Hall, Farmers Market, and the SW Block fountain. The
fountain acts as a hinge point, extending open space
views across Oak Street between the two south Park
Blocks. A grid of trees in the Farmers Market plaza
is spaced to accommodate tent layout and provide
shade. Concept One’s nature-inspired arrangement
and Concept Two’s allée of trees received similar
majority votes, which did not provide a clear direction
to move forward. Both concepts also preserved more
existing trees than the third concept. However, the
desire for a direct visual connection to City Hall
weighed on the decision to create a gridded gallery
of trees in alignment with street tree planting on
both sides of 8th Avenue, opening views between
both blocks. The appearance of asymmetrical
tree groupings, reminiscent of our wild northwest
landscape, is preserved in the existing conifer trees
present in both Park Blocks.
FOUNTAIN:
The design of the fountain’s three circular shapes,
materials, and adjacent seating elements suggest
river pebbles, ripples in a pond, and local rock

formations often symbolically referenced in our
region. The circular shape also adds historical
reference to the three original fountains designed
for the Park Blocks in the 1950s. Playful fountain jets
contribute the same variety and programmability
previously described, allowing for both an active
and contemplative effect. Concept Three’s multiple
fountain design received the most favorable votes
on the second public survey; however, others
commented one fountain will meet diverse needs
in an inclusive, consolidated space and be more
cost effective. Therefore, the Concept Plan includes
one main fountain with a larger footprint than
Concept One and located more central to the block
to increase buffer from surrounding streets. The
fountain is primarily a play program element with
options for passive function when weather is cool or
when the space is not otherwise in use. The fountain
is set on axis with a view corridor to City Hall and
open space connecting the two Park Blocks. This
provides a focal point in either direction, a design
aspect also recurring in public comments. Seating
is situated along the perimeter in arcs radiating
from each circular array of jets, in part, to assist
with visually containing the play space from the
rest of the plaza and vehicular zones beyond. An
important note is the significance of the existing
circular fountain and Tom Hardy sculpture as unique
defining elements for the Park Blocks. The new
design improves accessibility, family inclusive play
space, and intends to retain the location and visual
interest of the original fountain jets.
STAGE:
Stakeholder input helped shape a stage concept
design intending to match basic needs for Saturday
Market along with expanded function for other
performance events. This location and north
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Conceptual design: Park Blocks on a rainy afternoon
Image credit: OLIN

orientation work best for market use, preferred over
the west facing stage in Concept Two. Although a
corner stage has been suggested by stakeholders,
impediment to desired entry point circulation at
the block corners preclude this option. The raised,
wooden platform square-footage is modest, similar
to the west stage in Concept Three, with an extended
canopy overhang to provide covered seating
opportunity at plaza level. An enclosure, partially
glazed, houses storage and an undetermined
auxiliary function such as information booth or park
attendant service. Support amenities tied to the
architectural design of the stage cover are listed in
the program section. The inclusion of a permanent
accessible family restroom is valuable to stakeholders.
It promotes the goal to enhance navigation and
activation of the stage by community groups beyond
City-managed programs. Cost played a role in the
size, location, and quantity of covered stage within
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Town Square. Overlapping future performance
aspirations with existing weekly stage functions by
the Saturday Market is an economical approach to
this amenity improvement. Locations are identified
for two temporary stages (mobile type) and multiple
medium-to-small busking stations. Busking utilizes
seating-height platform furnishings or site elements
such as special paving and other denoting material.
FARMERS MARKET PAVILION:
The Three Concepts phase explored an array of
pavilion cost options from open canopy to a fullyenclosed system with restrooms, kitchen, and
storage. The importance of restrooms and storage
for the Farmers Market and necessity for the City to
secure the ground level by means of garage doors or
similar led to including a pavilion with the function
of Concept Three, the highest value of the three.

Conceptual design: the new fountain on a hot day
Image credit: OLIN

STREETS:
Parking on West, South, and East Park Streets are
minimally reduced to improve pedestrian use of
zones between adjacent buildings and the main
area of each plaza space. Fewer parking stalls are
removed in this concept than shown in Concept
Three as a response to adjacent business needs for
weekday patron access and Saturday Market needs
for weekend access. The reintroduction of North Park
Street includes parallel parking for drop off and ADA
accessibility use. Parking along Oak Street south of
8th Avenue is removed as a traffic calming measure;
however, this design retains some function of loadin and load-out for Saturday Market. This design
leverages more efficient loading on Park Streets
with back-in diagonal parking to justify reduction of
loading on Oak Street. Parallel parking on Oak Street
north of 8th Avenue is minimally reduced where
North Park Street is proposed to connect.

The street character overall is pedestrian-oriented
with a paving pattern extending across each roadway
and connecting to the surrounding building face.
All streets within Town Square are at grade with the
plaza spaces, except Oak Street between North Park
Street and 7th Avenue, and 7th Avenue itself. Eighth
Avenue changes to a two-way bi-directional road,
shared with bicycles, and narrowed lanes to reduce
crossing distance and traffic speeds. Textured, high
contrasting pavement borders each block to mark
the transition from a pedestrian-only to shared
vehicular-pedestrian environment. Street furniture
and fixtures are not graphically shown, however,
light posts, bollards, bicycle racks, benches, planters,
street trees, and public art all have a place in this
streetscape realm to separate sidewalks from travel
lanes and should be explored in the next design
phase.
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7 CONCLUSION
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Photobooth feedback from the Imagination Lab.
Image credits: Cameron McCarthy

Community members give input on where they live in the Eugene area.
Image credit: Christopher Trotchie
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The Town Square Public Involvement and Design
process lays the groundwork for development of
a comprehensive site and architectural design
process. The conclusion section outlines design
recommendations gathered through the public
involvement process, events, and outreach which
would benefit future design efforts, and further
work sessions needed with key stakeholders to fully
develop the design.
Design development through the conceptual design
phase focuses on macro-site issues of locating major
structures, determining existing elements to retain,
analyzing how to address traffic patterns, assessing
roads and adjacent buildings, and planning for the
introduction of large landscape program elements.
Specific design considerations revealed through
stakeholder work sessions, public events, and
surveys are also critical to the success of the design
as it develops and should be addressed in future
design efforts.

UTILITIES:
Quantity, location and type of water fountains, hose
bibs, various capacity power connections, sewer,
stormwater, and data to be determined through
continued owner and stakeholder input
TRASH/RECYCLING:
Location of pedestrian-scale trash and recycling
receptacles, location of dumpsters, and composting
facilities for Town Square site; determine service
frequency
MULTICULTURAL DESIGN ELEMENTS:
The incorporation of significant site features,
materials, plants, art pieces, signage and/or ways the
design can support robust cultural programming,
and represent multiple perspectives should be
developed in collaboration with local organizations

TOWN SQUARE SITE:
The following elements should be considered for the
entire site to avoid redundancies:

LARGE EVENTS:
Develop an events plan including road closures,
needed utilities, security, parking, vehicle circulation,
and event zoning with the City of Eugene Cultural
Services to ensure Town Square can be utilized for
many different size and types of events in the future

ROADS/TRANSIT:
8th Avenue Great Street: Develop 8th Avenue as
a Great Street through the Town Square district.
Particularly, whether the right-of-way will be a
shared street or include dedicated bike lanes

EMERGENCY VEHICLE ACCESS:
Emergency service providers should be consulted
on the design at key milestones to ensure that
appropriate emergency services can be provided to
the entire site during all events

Multi-Modal Transportation: Location, quantity, type
of bike, and scooter parking; location of bus lanes
and bus stops to be coordinated with local transit
authorities

ART:
The following recommendations apply to the
development of a robust art program within Town
Square:
•
Art should be memorable and speak to the
uniqueness of Eugene
•
Work with City of Eugene Public Art Manager to
integrate temporary and/or rotating art displays
within the Town Square
•
Existing art pieces including the Jan Zach and
Tom Hardy sculptures should be reinstalled so
as to respect the intended view and adjacent
materials
•
Art could be utilized for way finding, to beautify
adjacent building faces, activate the fountain,
and integrated with new structures

STORAGE:
Determine what site-wide materials, equipment,
and furnishings such as tables and chairs, games,
traffic control, maintenance and janitorial supplies,
seasonal decor, A/V, and/or lighting will be stored on
site for day-to-day and event uses
Determine on-site storage needs for Farmers Market
on the North Block and Saturday Market on the
South Blocks
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•

Some art should be interactive and double as
play structures for children and adults

SOUTHWEST AND SOUTHEAST BLOCKS:
•
Incorporate temporary shade structures for
the first several years that new trees are being
established in order to match current shade
levels, particularly during midday hours in the
summer
•
Safety measures at the edge of the blocks
should consider the needs of those with physical
mobility challenges, sensory disabilities, deaf
and/or blind people, and loading/unloading
during events
•
The stage program should be developed further
with the input of local performing arts groups;
key considerations are how to integrate a stage
“backdrop”, including a backstage and dressing
rooms, the amount of storage required, whether
restrooms should be included, audio/visual
needs, loading and unloading logistics
•
The City of Eugene, local art, multi-cultural, and
performance organizations and event planning
companies should be engaged to develop a
programming profile that meets the diverse
needs of the community
NORTHWEST BLOCK:
•
Pavilion Programming: The City of Eugene,
local art, multicultural, and performance
organizations and event planning companies
should be engaged to develop a programming
profile for the Farmers Market Pavilion when the
market is not active
•
Internal Pavilion Design: The interior layout
of the pavilion can be refined to incorporate a
more detailed understanding of future catering,
restroom, event, and permanent kiosk needs
•
The layout of tents, trees and internal drive
aisles should be developed in tandem with the
internal pavilion layout and City Hall design
•
Verify design against needed loading/unloading
for Market activities
The public involvement, design, and cost
information included in this report represents only
the first step needed to realize the project. Future
design development should be paired with further
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public involvement as outlined above, updated cost
estimates, and schedule outlooks to ensure that
the project continues to gather public support, is
financially feasible, and meets the operational needs
of existing user groups.
For the next phase of design, the project team
recommends the following outreach activities:
•
Maintain regular communications with 1,400
interested parties and 50+ key stakeholders
regarding the Town Square project in general
•
Notify Interested Parties about upcoming public
meetings or hearings relating to the project
•
Follow up on questions posed by the public at
the conclusion of Phase One
•
Explore concepts and potential outcomes of a
community narrative about history and culture
in relation to Town Square
•
Develop ways public art is included in the project
and share results
•
Support
collaboration
between
event
programming, public art, design team, and
cultural services
Specific tasks include:
•
Regular email updates to the interested parties
list
•
Direct outreach at downtown events such as
Light Up Downtown and the summer concert
series
•
On-going conversations with key stakeholders
such as Saturday Market and Farmers Market.
•
Small group conversations to address specific
design questions such as accessibility, landscape,
and the performance stage
•
Conversations with community members about
how programming, public art, furnishings, and
signage can make the Park Blocks inclusive and
welcoming to visitors and all members of the
Eugene community
•
A public art proposal and decision process

Town Square team member exploring design ideas with young community member at the Imagination Lab, May 2019
Image credit: Cameron McCarthy

The concept design showing the stage during a night concert
Image credit: OLIN
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APPENDIX B:
PHASE 1: PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT REPORT

Phase 1 Public Involvement Report
PROJECT KICK OFF
PUBLIC
EVENT

PUBLIC
EVENT

#1

#2

PUBLIC

PUBLIC

EVENT
IMAGINE
What do you
# care about?
What are you excited
about?

EVENT
EXPLORE
What do you
# think of the
Three Big Ideas? What
kind of Town Square do
you want?

1

IMAGINE
What do you care about?
What are you excited
about?PROJECT KICKOFF
APRIL — MAY 2019

PROJECT KICKOFF

LET’S GET STARTED! WE’RE GOING TO...
■ Learn history
APRIL — MAY 2019
■ Meet Key Stakeholders
■ Public event
LET’S GET STARTED! WE’RE GOING TO...
• Learn history
• Meet Key Stakeholders
• Public event

2

EXPLORE
What do you think of the
Three Big Ideas? What
kind of
Town Square
do
THREE
CONCEPTS
you want?
JUNE — JULY 2019

THREE CONCEPTS

NOW, LET’S TALK DESIGN! WE WILL...
■ Develop three big ideas
JUNE — JULY 2019
■ Public event

NOW, LET’S TALK DESIGN! WE WILL...
• Develop three big ideas
• Public event

STAY UP-TO-DATE!
VISIT WWW.EUGENETOWNSQUARE.ORG

PUBLIC
EVENT

FINAL
CONCEPT

#3

PUBLIC

FINAL

CONSIDEREVENT
Did we miss anything
in
#
this One Concept?

CONSIDER
Did we miss anything in
this One Concept?

CHECK OUT
THE FINAL CONCEPT!

ONE CONCEPT

FINAL CONCEPT

AUGUST — SEPTEMBER 2019
WE’RE GETTING CLOSER. WE WILL...
■ Develop one concept
■ Public event

AUGUST — SEPTEMBER 2019
WE’RE GETTING CLOSER. WE WILL...
• Develop one concept
• Public event
Gather meeting comments
and survey results

Gather meeting comments
and survey results

PRESENT TO

CONCEPT
CHECK
OUT
COUNCIL
THE FINAL CONCEPT!

3

ONE CONCEPT

PUBLIC
HEARING

OCTOBER 2019

FINAL CONCEPT

IT’S THE FINISH LINE. WE WILL...
■ Develop final concept
OCTOBER 2019
■ Write summary report
■ Public hearing
IT’S THE FINISH LINE. WE WILL...
• Develop final concept
• Write summary report
• Presentation to Council
Meet with Key
Meet with Technical
Stakeholders
Advisory Commitees
Meet with Technical
Advisory Commitees

Meet with Key
Stakeholders

Individuals and organizations with a stake in the future of Town Square range from key players
such as Eugene Saturday Market and Lane County Farmers Market to residents who visit
downtown just a few times a year. The project created processes and materials that are
creative and easily accessible, and interfaced with people and organizations throughout Eugene
through public events, email updates, speaking engagements, street corner outreach and social
media platforms. In the first phase, the project:
• Unpacked past processes, addressed concerns, answered questions, and explained
project goals.
• Conducted interviews with stakeholders, developed tools for public involvement, and
built the interested parties list.
• Met with advisors to review project outcomes and establish key checkpoints.
• Hosted Public Event #1 to listen to the community: “We envision a Town Square that...”.

City of Eugene Community Development
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Key Outcomes of Phase 1
•

•
•

Over 200 people attended the first major public event from 5-9 pm on May 22 at
Whirled Pies in downtown Eugene. Activities included presentations at 5:30 and 7:30,
interactive questions, a photo booth, activities for youth, and project information
boards.
1000+ people completed the first survey.
6000 + people connected to the project via email and/or social media.

Outreach Methods
General Communications
• Built a 700+ email list and sent regular meeting invitations and updates. The list includes
organizations that represent a range of stakeholder interests in relation to the project.
• Collaborated with other projects and organizations to get the word out. For instance,
the City of Eugene Parks and Recreation Program sent the online survey to their email
list of over 6000 and helped generate over 1000 responses to the survey.
• Social Media: 250+ people expressed interest in the Facebook meeting event and the
project has 150 followers on Instagram.
• The Town Square website generated 3291 page views and 1307 visits.
• 250 meeting posters were distributed throughout downtown, as well as other areas of
Eugene, including Sheldon Community Center, Petersen Barn, Echo Hollow Pool, Bethel
Library and Sheldon Library.
•

Media: a press release before the first public meeting resulted in a Register Guard
announcement and a KLCC interview before the event.

City of Eugene Community Development
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Small Group Conversations
• Lane County Farmers Market
• Eugene Saturday Market
• Downtown businesses and property owners, including Downtown Eugene Merchants,
Downtown Eugene Inc, Eugene Chamber of Commerce, Downtown Neighbors, Travel
Lane County, and representatives of businesses adjacent to the Park Blocks.
• Organizations advocating for the arts, disabilities, housing, public safety, sustainability,
equity and inclusion, and public transportation were invited to the table. The
representatives from following groups participated: Lane Arts Council, Arts and Business
Alliance, BEST, Lane Independent Living Alliance, Art City, Lane Community College Arts,
Museum of Natural History, University of Oregon, Lane County Historical Museum, 1000
Friends of Oregon, Technology Association of Oregon.
• City of Eugene Board and Commission members from all the following groups
participated: Planning Commission, Sustainability Commission, Housing Policy Board,
River Guides, Active Transportation Committee, Human Rights Commission, Community
Development Block Grant Advisory Commission, Expenditure Review Panel.
Direct Outreach and Speaking Engagements
Date

Activity

Organization

In-person
Connections

April 6, 2019
April 11, 2019
April 18, 2019
April 26, 2019

Partners for Sustainable Schools
Arts and Business Alliance
City of Eugene
NAACP and Beyond Toxics

60
10
12
10

Eugene Chamber of Commerce

100

May 3, 2019

Youth Conference
Art After Hours
BRIDGE Art Exhibition
Earth Day Event and Garden
Work Party
Economic Summit for
Chamber
First Friday Art Walk

Lane Arts Council

100

May 3, 2019

First Friday Networking Event
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May 11, 2019
May 13, 2019
May 15, 2019
May 15, 2019
May 18, 2019
May 24, 2019
May 30, 2019
June 1, 2019

Tabling at the Market
Breakfast at the Bridges
Member Meeting
Member Meeting
Tabling at the Market
Breakfast at the Bridges
High School Classes
Tabling at the Market

Communities of Color and Allies
Network
Lane County Farmers Market
City of Eugene Transportation
Downtown Eugene Merchants
Kiwanis Club
Eugene Saturday Market
City of Eugene Transportation
Willamette High School
Lane County Farmers Market

May 2, 2019

City of Eugene Community Development
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100
20
15
20
40
20
65
75
3

June 1, 2019
June 4, 2019
June 4, 2019

June 7, 2019
June 7, 2019
June 15, 2019
June 18, 2019

We Are Bethel Celebration
Tabling at the Market
Sheldon Community Center
and Pool
Making it Happen Planning
Fair
Tabling at Fred Meyers
First Friday Art Walk
Harlow Block Party
Speaking Engagement

June 20, 2019

Speaking Engagement

June 5, 2019

City of Eugene
Lane County Farmers Market
City of Eugene

10
35
10

City of Eugene Planning

75

City of Eugene
Lane Arts Council
Harlow Neighbors
City of Eugene Human Rights
Commission
Eugene Chamber of Commerce
Young Professionals Network
Total

30
10
30
12
100
969

Equity Approach
A diversity of views were represented through the questionnaire results:
• 40 people under age 24
• 146 people of color
• 119 low income people (under $35K per year)
• 99 people with disabilities
• 39 people in North Eugene (97408)
• 227 people in West and Northwest Eugene (97402 and 97404)
The project involved over 45 elementary school children from throughout the area and 60
students from Willamette High School. The public meeting poster was distributed in Spanish,
and a translator was available at the public meeting. Although LULAC, Latino Professionals
Connect, NAACP, and Centro Latino were invited to the small group conversations, they were
unable to attend. Lane Independent Living Alliance provided valuable information in an
individual interview with the design lead for the project.
Public Comment and Response
The City received 15 comments through the website and email, and responded to each with a
personal note within two business days.

City of Eugene Community Development
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City of Eugene
Eugene Town Square
To: ETS Design Team
From: Kelsey Zlevor
Subject: Community Survey 1 Summary Memo

BACKGROUND
The Eugene Town Square design team conducted
an online community survey to solicit public
opinion on broad design elements of the Eugene
Town Square. In total, the survey garnered more
than 1,000 responses over the course of two weeks.
Of note, the design team also took great care to
engage several key demographic groups in order to
ensure they were represented in the survey, such as
community members who identify as disabled (14%),
low-income (18%), people of color (10%), under the
age of 24 (2%). The following summary highlights
key findings from the survey results as they inform
potential design concepts.
FEEL & AESTHETIC
Multiple questions in the survey asked respondents
to provide input on the preferred feel and aesthetic
of the Eugene Town Square. These questions ranged
from identifying specific site furnishing types, to
choosing adjectives that would describe their ideal
Town Square. In terms of elements that would make
Eugene Town Square memorable to residents and
visitors, 45% of responses chose trees as the top
amenity, with big events and performances as the
second choice at 36%. Trees were also the single
most highly prioritized amenity among those who
identify as disabled, low-income, people of color,
under the age of 24, and/or residing in North or
West Eugene. Art/sculpture, an interactive water
feature, and unique architecture were also chosen
frequently. Flowers were the least prioritized.
When asked to choose the top three words that
describe the kind of Town Square that is right for
Eugene, 79% of respondents chose “natural,” 61%
chose “active,” and 38% chose “urban.” The word
“contemporary” followed closely at 37%. “Traditional”
was the least likely to be chosen at 17%. These
findings for “natural” as the dominant word were
further supported especially by those who identify
as low-income, under the age of 24, and/or residing
in North or West Eugene, at 89%, 90%, and 81%
respectively.

10

The top three types of art that would be right for
Town Square included environmental art (54%),
architectural/integrated art (46%), and sculptural
art (37%) and functional art (37%) were closely tied.
Similarly, the top three types of architecture chosen
for Town Square included timber architecture (69%),
contemporary architecture (58%), and contemporary
brick architecture (39%). These preferences were
largely mirrored in disabled, low-income, people
of color, under the age of 24, and/or North or West
Eugene respondents.
EVENTS
A key function of Eugene Town Square will be
hosting gatherings both formal and informal. As
such, survey questions sought to ascertain what
types of events respondents were interested in
seeing in Town Square, and what capabilities the
site would need to serve these uses. Overall, the top
three activities and features respondents would like
to participate in and use in Town Square eating and
drinking (66%), picnicking and relaxing (48%), and
meeting people (42%). These same findings are
directly reflected in responses by those who identify
as disabled, low-income, people of color, under the
age of 24, and/or residing in North or West Eugene.
Finding information and exercising were the least
common interests, at 17% and 10% respectively.
In terms of events specifically, the top three special
events residents are most likely to attend in Eugene
Town Square were music/performance events (74%),
cultural events (63%), and winter/holiday events (52%).
Private events (7%) were the least common choice.
Among low-income respondents and respondents
under 24, political gatherings (41%; 45%) were almost
tied with winter/holiday markets (42%; 50%) for their
third choice.
When asked what future regular/weekly events
respondents would be interested in attending in the
Town Square, the three most common choices were
food trucks (65%), music/dance/bands (62%), and art
(47%). Tours were the least common response at 6%.
These findings were consistent across those who
identify as disabled, low-income, people of color,
under the age of 24, and/or residing in North or West
Eugene.

STREETS & SERVICES
The Eugene Town Square is bordered by several
key streets, which contribute to the look, feel, and
experience of the Square. When asked what two
elements would improve these streets, respondents
chose trees (43%) and seating (42%) as the top two
elements. Bollards were the least chosen response
at 5%. For respondents under 24 specifically, food
trucks were chosen as the second element, at 38%,
with curbless streets close behind at 33%.
The most common services respondents selected for
Town Square included restrooms (86%), information
(73%), and bike parking (72%). Park attendant was
least likely to be selected (46%). Respondents who
identify as disabled, low-income, under the age of 24,
and/or residing in North or West Eugene Disabled
respondents were also likely to select covered
seating and drinking fountains.
CONCLUSION
Overall, results of the first community survey show a
strong preference for natural, broad-use community
space that is flexible for myriad events. Respondents
highly value trees and natural space, yet seek to
merge this feel with active programming, such as
concerts, cultural events, and markets.
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APPENDIX C:
PHASE 2: PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT REPORT

Phase 2 Public Involvement Report
THREE CONCEPTS
PUBLIC
EVENT

PUBLIC
EVENT

#1

#2

PUBLIC
EVENT

#3

PUBLIC
HEARING

IMAGINE
What do you care about?
What are you excited
about?

EXPLORE
What do you think of the
Three Big Ideas? What
kind of Town Square do
you want?

PROJECT KICKOFF

THREE CONCEPTS

ONE CONCEPT

FINAL CONCEPT

APRIL — MAY 2019

JUNE — JULY 2019

AUGUST — SEPTEMBER 2019

OCTOBER 2019

NOW, LET’S TALK DESIGN! WE WILL...
■ Develop three big ideas
■ Public event

LET’S GET STARTED! WE’RE GOING TO...
■ Learn history
■ Meet Key Stakeholders
■ Public event

STAY UP-TO-DATE!
VISIT WWW.EUGENETOWNSQUARE.ORG

CONSIDER
Did we miss anything in
this One Concept?

FINAL
CONCEPT

WE’RE GETTING CLOSER. WE WILL...
■ Develop one concept
■ Public event

Gather meeting comments
and survey results

CHECK OUT
THE FINAL CONCEPT!

IT’S THE FINISH LINE. WE WILL...
■ Develop final concept
■ Write summary report
■ Public hearing

Meet with Technical
Advisory Commitees

Meet with Key
Stakeholders

This phase included the largest public event for the project, using a festive party atmosphere to
attract a diverse public to provide input on the 3 Concepts. The outcome of the meeting and
online survey represented the views of the public, accounting for views from communities who
attend official meetings less frequently, including youth, people with disabilities, low-income
residents, and communities of color.
Similar to Phase 1, the project conducted small group conversations with key stakeholders,
including Saturday Market, Farmers Market, downtown businesses, and public artists and
organizations. In addition, the project expanded outreach by hosting a conversation with
performing artists (dance, music, theatre, spoken word) and people who lead activities such as
martial arts and yoga. The resulting conversation with 20+ individuals included Tropical
Contemporary, Instaballet, Eugene Ballet, Xcape Dance, Stop Drop and Yoga, ArtCity, Minority
Voices Theater, Eugene Flameno Arts, Contact Improvisation Dance, West Coast Swing,
Harmonic Laboratory, Tai Chi teachers, and local musicians.
12

th

City of Eugene Community Development

1

Key Outcomes of Phase 2
• Small group conversations with over 45 key stakeholders, providing input on the draft 3
Concepts in preparation for the second public event.
• 18+ direct outreach events (tabling), connecting with 675+ people.

• Over 500 people attended the second major public event from 5-9 pm on July 18 in the
Park Blocks in downtown Eugene. The “Town Square Block Party” included a DJ, yoga,
dance performers (Xcape Dance Studio, Eugene Flash Mob, and Flex Studios), food
trucks, a beer garden, and free shaved ice for everyone who participated in design
input. The average age was far below the typical public meeting, and the project
conducted 3 tours for Spanish speakers at the event.
• 1014 people completed the second survey.
• 6500+ people connected to the project via email and/or social media.
Outreach Methods
General Communications
• Expanded the email list from 700 to 1200 and sent regular meeting invitations and
updates.
• Continued to collaborate with other projects and organizations, such as the Chamber of
Commerce, City Neighborhood Organizations, and the City of Eugene Parks and
Recreation Program.
• Social Media: Increased the number of people interested in the public event from 250
for the first event to 500 for the second.
• The Town Square website generated 8891 page views and 3627 visits, tripling activity
between Phase 1 and Phase 2.
• 250 meeting posters were distributed throughout downtown, as well as other areas of
Eugene, including Sheldon Community Center, Petersen Barn, Echo Hollow Pool, Bethel
Library and Sheldon Library.
• Media: a press release before the Block Party resulted in a Register Guard article before
the event and TV coverage of the Block Party.

City of Eugene Community Development

Address: 99 W 10th Avenue, Eugene, OR 97401

Tel: 541.682.5086

Web: eugene-or.gov
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Direct Outreach and Speaking Engagements
Date

Activity

Organization

25-Jun

City of Eugene

24-Jul
27-Jul
30-Jul
31-Jul

Party in the Parks- Bethel
Community Park
Tabling
Party in the Parks- Arrowhead
Park
Tabling
Tabling
Party in the Parks- Acorn Park
Central Eugene in Motion
Tech Talk Thursday
Livestream Interview with
Eugene Tech
Tabling
Tabling
What's Up Eugene Radio
Program
Tabling
Tabling at event
Tabling

1-Aug
6-Aug
6-Aug

Summer Picnic
Tabling
Tabling

29-Jun
2-Jul
6-Jul
9-Jul
9-Jul
10-Jul
11-Jul
16-Jul
20-Jul
23-Jul

In-person
Connections
30
50

Saturday Market
City of Eugene

40
40
25
25
20
--

Farmers Market
Farmers Market
City of Eugene
City of Eugene
Eugene Tech
KUGN

-100
25

Farmers Market
Farmers Market
KUGN
Saturday Market
Eugene Police Department
Echo Hollow Pool
American Institute of Architects
and American Society of
Landscape Architects
Sheldon Branch Library
National Night Out

100
50
20

75
25
50
675+

Equity Approach
Similar to first phase, a diversity of views were represented through the questionnaire results:
• 53 people under age 24
• 141 people of color
• 137 low income people (under $35K per year)
• 94 people with disabilities
• 32 people in North Eugene (97408)
• 160 people in West and Northwest Eugene (97402 and 97404)

City of Eugene Community Development

Address: 99 W 10th Avenue, Eugene, OR 97401
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The public meeting poster was distributed in Spanish, a translator was available at the public
meeting, and the project conducted three tours with Spanish speakers. A key member of the
Lane Independent Living Alliance member provided valuable information in an individual
conversation with the design team during the second public event.
Public Comment and Response
The City received 17 comments through the website and email, and responded to questions
and requests for information with a personal note.

City of Eugene Community Development

Address: 99 W 10th Avenue, Eugene, OR 97401

Tel: 541.682.5086

Web: eugene-or.gov
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APPENDIX D:
INTERESTED PARTIES LIST:
ORGANIZATIONS AND BUSINESSES
4J School District
350 Eugene
5th St Market District
AAA Oregon
Actors Cabaret of Eugene
Advanced Energy Systems
Aida Ford Company
Arriving By Bike
Art City Eugene
Art of War
Artist PDW Creations
Arts and Business Alliance
Ashford Design and Construction
ASUO
Authentica Wines
Bao Bao House
Bee City
Bell + Funk
Bergsund Delaney
Better Eugene Springfield Transit
Better Housing Together
Bicycle Way of Life
Bike Friday
Blessed Bee
BRIDGE Art Program
Bring
Broadway Metro
Cascadia Action Network
Cascadian Couriers
CDC Management Corp
Center for Spiritual Living
Centro Latino Americano
CEO Hotwork
Chambers Development Corp
Chrysalis
Citizens for Car Free Community Fun
City of Eugene Active Transportation Committee
City of Eugene Expenditure Review Panel
City of Eugene Housing Policy Board
City of Eugene Human Rights Commission
City of Eugene Planning Commission
City of Eugene River Guides
City of Eugene Sustainability Commission
Community Development Block Grant Advisory
Commission
Contact Improvisation Dance
Costumers With A Cause
16

Cowbucker
Cowfish
Creswell Bakery
Dance Theater of Oregon
Danceability International
Dechase Miksis Development
Decision Research
Diabetes Community Care Team
DJ Connah Jay
Doc’s Pad
Downtown Athletic, Newberry Child Care
Downtown Eugene Merchants
Downtown Eugene Red Hats
Downtown Eugene, Inc.
Downtown Neighbors Association
Dream Beam
DSA Eugene
Early Childhood Cares
Edible Improv
Eugene Area Chamber of Commerce
Eugene Ballet
Eugene Contemporary Art
Eugene Education Foundation
Eugene Flamenco Arts
Eugene Gay Men’s Chorus
Eugene Hotel
Eugene Poetry Slam
Eugene Recreation
Eugene Saturday Market
Eugene Yoga
Eugene Youth Symphony
EugeneTech
FAN transportation team
Farce Family - Queer Circus Performers
Flex Studios
Food for Lane County
Four Oaks Farmlette
Friendly Area Neighbors
Friends of Trees
Full City
Glenwood Village
GMA Architects
Golden Arts Healing Center
Goldylips
H.R.B.
Harlow Neighbors Association
Harmonic Laboratory/Event Production

Helios Resource Network
HOME (honored occupants of mother earth)
Homes for Good
Honn Design
Huerto de la Familia
Instaballet
Irie Jamaica Kitchen
J Michaels Books
Jana Fitch Cakes
Jazz Station
Jazzy Ladies Cafe
Karmadilo Clayworks
Keller Williams
KEPW
Kernutt Stokes
Kesey Enterprise Inc.
Kiwanis Club
Knox RJ Farm
Lane Arts Council
Lane Community College Arts
Lane Community College Dance
Lane County Audubon Society
Lane County Farmers Market
Lane County Farmers Market, Berg’s Berries
Lane County Farmers Market, Humble Bee Honey
Lane County Farmers Market, Mean Philippine
Cuisine
Lane County Farmers Market, Organic Redneck
Lane County Historical Museum
Lane County Public Health
Lane Independent Living Alliance
Lane Transit District Board
Latino Professionals Connect
League of Women Voters Lane County
LULAC
Luminaire Press
Manifest Beer Co.
Marina’s Art Studio
McDonald Theatre
MECCA
MEPAA (music education and performing artist
association)
Miller Farr
Mindfreedom
Minority Voices Theatre (VLT)
Mudra Yoga
Museum of Natural History

NAACP
Neighborhood Leaders Council
Newberry Child Care @ Downtown Athletic Club
No Shame Eugene
North and West Collection
North Park Community Church
Northwest Martial Arts
Oak Street Child Development Center
OCCU
Opsis Architecture
Oregon Contemporary Theatre
Oregon Country Fair
Oregon Pacific Bank
Oregon Supported Living Program
Our Children’s Trust
Our Revolution Lane County
Pacific Cascade FCU
Pacific Geosource
Park Street Café
Peace Health
Peace Health Bike Share
Perugino
Pivot Architecture
Pocket Playhouse
Poticha Architects
Prichard Partners
RAIN
Relief Nursery
Resident Umbrella Properties
Resonance Farm
Ritta’s Burritos
River Road Community Organization
RL Ray Architect
Robertson Sherwood Architects
Rowell Brokaw Architects
Safe Routes to School
Safeway
Salsa Garcia
Salseros
SE Neighborhood Association
Sees
SELCO Community Credit Union
Sessions Music Hall
Siuslaw Carpentry
Sling-in Wiener
Society for Conservation Biology
SPA (Student Production Association)
EUGENE TOWN SQUARE FINAL REPORT 17

State Farm
Steelhead
Stop Drop and Yoga
Studio 541
Summit Bank
Technology Association of Oregon
Territorial Seed
Tesseract Theatre Company
The Barn Light
The Elliot Martínez Show
The Grassy Cow
The Hive Self Directed Learning for Teens
The Music Compass
The Not for Retirement Players
The Shedd Institute for the Arts
Toolbox Project
Tostones
Track Town Swing
Travel Lane County
Trevs Sports Bar and Grill
Trifoia
Tropical Contemporary
Turell Group Marketing
Umpqua Bank
United Way of Lane County
University of Oregon Product Design
UO Architecture Department

18

UO Museum of Natural History
UO School of Planning, Public Policy and
Management
UPlayDiscGolf.org
Vegi Salad Restaurant, RNR Restaurants
Veigh Residential Design
Village Oaks
VOX
Eugene West Coast Swing
Westside Church
Whiteaker Block Party
Whiteaker Market
Whiteaker Print Makers
Whole Earth Nature School/ Farmer
Wildcraft Cider Works
Wildish Building Co
WildLight
Willamette High School
Windows Booksellers
Wired By West
WordCrafters
Work Dance Co.
WOW Hall
Xcape Dance
YMCA

PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK
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APPENDIX E:
PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT EVENTS

20

Date

Activity

Organization

In-person
Connections

April 6, 2019

Youth Conference

Partners for Sustainable Schools

60

April 11, 2019

Art After Hours

Arts and Business Alliance

10

April 18, 2019

BRIDGE Art Exhibition

City of Eugene

12

April 26, 2019

Earth Day Event and Garden
Work Party

NAACP and Beyond Toxics

10

May 2, 2019

Economic Summit for Chamber

Eugene Chamber of Commerce

100

May 3, 2019

First Friday Art Walk

Lane Arts Council

100

May 3, 2019

First Friday Networking Event

Communities of Color and Allies
Network

10

May 11, 2019

Tabling at the Market

Lane County Farmers Market

100

May 13, 2019

Breakfast at the Bridges

City of Eugene Transportation

20

May 15, 2019

Member Meeting

Downtown Eugene Merchants

15

May 15, 2019

Member Meeting

Kiwanis Club

20

May 18, 2019

Tabling at the Market

Eugene Saturday Market

40

May 24, 2019

Breakfast at the Bridges

City of Eugene Transportation

20

May 30, 2019

High School Classes

Willamette High School

65

June 1, 2019

Tabling at the Market

Lane County Farmers Market

75

June 1, 2019

We Are Bethel Celebration

City of Eugene

10

June 4, 2019

Tabling at the Market

Lane County Farmers Market

35

June 4, 2019

Sheldon Community Center
and Pool

City of Eugene

10

June 5, 2019

Making it Happen Planning
Fair

City of Eugene Planning

75

June 7, 2019

Tabling at Fred Meyers

City of Eugene

30

June 7, 2019

First Friday Art Walk

Lane Arts Council

10

June 15, 2019

Harlow Block Party

Harlow Neighbors

30

June 18, 2019

Speaking Engagement

City of Eugene Human Rights
Commission

12

June 20, 2019

Speaking Engagement

Eugene Chamber of Commerce
Young Professionals Network

100

Date

Activity

Organization

25-Jun

Party in the Parks- Bethel Community Park

City of Eugene

29-Jun

Tabling

Saturday Market

2-Jul

Party in the Parks- Arrowhead
Park

City of Eugene

6-Jul

Tabling

Farmers Market

40

9-Jul

Tabling

Farmers Market

25

9-Jul

Party in the Parks- Acorn Park

City of Eugene

25

10-Jul

Central Eugene in Motion

City of Eugene

20

11-Jul

Tech Talk Thursday

Eugene Tech

--

16-Jul

Livestream Interview with Eugene Tech

KUGN

20-Jul

Tabling

Farmers Market

100

23-Jul

Tabling

Farmers Market

25

24-Jul

What’s Up Eugene Radio Program

KUGN

--

27-Jul

Tabling

Saturday Market

100

30-Jul

Tabling at event

Eugene Police Department

50

31-Jul

Tabling

Echo Hollow Pool

20

1-Aug

Summer Picnic

American Institute of Architects
and American Society of Landscape Architects

75

6-Aug

Tabling

Sheldon Branch Library

25

6-Aug

Tabling

National Night Out

50

30-Aug

Spanish Speaking Focus Group

Private residence

15

31-Aug

Tabling

Farmers Market

50

3-Sept

Tabling

Farmers Market

35

6-Sept

Tabling

Fiesta Cultural at Kesey Square

70

14-Sept

Tabling

Farmers and Saturday Market

150

22-Sept

Tabling

Sunday Streets

85

24-Sept

Tabling

Farmers Market

35

27-Sept

School Activity

Spencer Butte Middle School

25

TOTAL

In-person
Connections
30
50
40

--

2,109
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APPENDIX F:
SURVEY #1 RESULTS
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APPENDIX G:
EUGENE TOWN SQUARE SURVEY #2
RESULTS FOR MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS
E u g e n e T o w n S q u a r e S u r v e y # 2 R e s u l ts f o r M u l t ip l e C h o ic e Q u e st i o n s
Q1. Rate each concept overall

Q2: Rate the tree plantings in each concept

Concept One: Rated Overall
6%

Concept One: Rate the tree plantings
7%

18%

9%

5%
30%

Strongly Like
Like
Neutral
29%

Strongly Like
Like

23%

Neutral

Dislike

Dislike

Strongly Dislike

Strongly Dislike

38%
35%

Concept Two: Rated Overall
8%

Concept Two: Rate the tree plantings
7%

20%

17%

13%

11%

23%

Strongly Like

Strongly Like

Like

Like

Neutral

Neutral

Dislike

Dislike

Strongly Dislike

29%

34%

Strongly Dislike

38%

Concept Three: Rated Overall

Concept Three: Rate the tree plantings

12%

12%
34%

14%

Like

29%
Strongly Like

14%

Like

Neutral

Neutral

Dislike

Dislike

Strongly Dislike

14%

Strongly Dislike

18%
26%

40

Strongly Like

27%

Q5. Rate the performance space in each concept

Q3. Rate the location of the fountain in each concept

Concept One: Rate the performance space

Concept One:
Rate the location of the fountain
6%

9%

6%
11%

18%

18%
Strongly Like

Strongly Like

Like

Like

Neutral

Neutral
Dislike

31%

Strongly Dislike

Strongly Dislike

36%

37%

Concept Two: Rate the performance space

Concept Two:
Rate the location of the fountain
7%

Dislike

28%

9%

9%

19%

12%

14%

Strongly Like

Strongly Like

Like

Like

Neutral

Neutral

36%

Dislike

Dislike

Strongly Dislike

24%

Strongly Dislike

36%

34%

Concept Three: Rate the performance space

Concept Three:
Rate the location of the fountain

17%

13%
35%
15%

23%
Strongly Like

Strongly Like

Like

Like

Neutral

20%

Neutral

Dislike

Dislike
Strongly Dislike

22%

Strongly Dislike

18%
18%

19%

Q6.

Q4.

In which ways should Town Square be
expanded for events? (Check all you agree with)

Which type of fountain do you like best?
(1st choice, 2nd choice, 3rd choice)
3
2.5
2
1.5

Score

1

70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

Responses
Connect
Connect Connect to Connect to None of the
across 8th across Oak adjacent
Wayne
above
Avenue
Street
buildings
Morse
Plaza

0.5
0
Natural/Active

Contemplative

Active/Variable
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Q7. Rate the parking in each concept

Q8.
Which locations would you like to see restrooms
and equipment storage facilities?
(Check up to two answers)

Concept One: Rate the parking
15%

17%
Strongly Like
Like
Neutral

20%
21%

Dislike
Strongly Dislike

70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

Responses
A. City Hall

B. Farmers
Market
Pavilion

C. Soutwest
Park Block

D. Southeast
Park Block

27%

Concept Two: Rate the parking
10%

Q9.
16%

12%

Rank the City Hall plaza in each concept
(1st choice, 2nd choice, 3rd choice)

Strongly Like
Like

2.5

Neutral
Dislike
Strongly Dislike

21%
41%

2
1.5
Score

1
0.5

Concept Three: Rate the parking

0
Concept One

23%
30%

Concept Two

Concept Three

Strongly Like
Like
Neutral

Q10.

Dislike

17%

Strongly Dislike
15%
16%

Choose the lawn arrangement you like best
40.00%
35.00%
30.00%
25.00%
20.00%

Responses

15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%
Concept One

42

Concept Two

Concept Three
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APPENDIX H:
SURVEY #3 RESULTS

Survey Summary – Final Results
On September 12 in the East Park Block, the community gathered together to enjoy performances
and refreshments while they reviewed the draft final concept design for the Eugene Town Square.
Over 225 people attended the event, and combined with the online survey, over 650 people
weighed in on the final concept.
At the event and through the online survey, Eugene community was asked to weigh in on whether
the proposed designs met their standards for a safe, accessible, active, green and inclusive Town
Square. The final Town Square survey included 14 multiple-choice questions, four open-ended
comment sections, and one open-ended question. The response of “agree and strongly agree”
ranged from 46% to 82%, with the average reponse to the 14 questions at 74% Agree or Strongly
Agree, 18% Neutral, and 8% Disagree or Strongly Disagree.

44

Survey Responses
SAFE AND WELCOMING
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Safe and Welcoming: Public Comment Summary
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Paving concern, rumble strips difficult to navigate/slippery
Concern about vehicle/pedestrian accidents due to no curbs
Concern about safety for small children due to no curbs
Request for bike parking and dedicated bikes lanes
Concerned about homeless people
Request for cars to be removed from the space
Loss of parking concerns: business owners, Saturday Market members, elderly and disabled users
Request for diagonal crossing or painted crossings/intersections
Concerns about sound and light pollution from flat space
Request for bathroom in Saturday market blocks, gender neutral bathrooms
Don’t want money spent in downtown
Want businesses to face towards ETS, ‘eyes on the square’

Selected Quotes:
Paver transitions can be problematic for manual wheelchair users. Must be smooth transition and regularly
inspected for transition irregularities and rectified..
Still too many streets. Make it a car free zone. Only car access should be loading/unloading for events and
controlled access for people.
The yellow bumps are very difficult to navigate over with walkers, wheelchairs and canes.
Love the direction this is going, and really appreciate the street/city hall layout. The covered farmers market
area is such a fantastic addition to our community. The curb edges matching the street height will make for
an incredibly versatile space.
The many sitting areas are so important. I am 84 and appreciate all the seating throughout downtown that
has been added. Wonderful to be roofing the farmer's market. I look forward to the performing areas and
convenient small tables and chairs (might need to carry my own pillow.) Would like to see active gaming
areas…I live downtown now and the diversity of ages living there is quite exciting. Becoming a fun family
place to be.
Equity & Inclusion: I believe that the name itself is problematic as a colonial site that can be associated with
historical trauma for people of color for example, public hangings
This is a strong design that reflects a broad palette of interests and needs, I am just frustrated that other
social problems, i.e. profligate anti-social tendencies displayed by the indigent unhoused and indolent
transients, preclude a wider variety of more aesthetic design choices in favor of safety and security. In the
light of these circumstances, and the fundamental difficulty of designing a space with disparate competing
voices, this is a strong offering and I look forward to bringing my family downtown to enjoy it's construction
and implementation.
I love the direction this is headed. I don't think that good lighting is enough to activate the square at night,
though, and make it feel/be safe. It is probably out of the scope of this project, but that area needs business
that are open later at night and housing facing into the square so that there are eye on the street. Of course
consistent city programming will help activate it during events, but the other 29 nights or so a month need
something else.
Keep a sense of the several generations that this has been a city park and public space. The sense of
46 Eugene
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continuity is an extremely important aspect of human existence. The design appears to show that the flying
fish school fountain is to remain and enhanced with additional water realms. Please either make this the case
or evolve a generous reminder of this fountain, one of the oldest examples of public art in the region. Also,
incorporate portions of the basalt masonry features in the Park Blocks. They are wonderful pieces of
someone’s effort that came from the heart!
Create places that are intimate and warm just as surely as creating provision for large, joyous celebrations.
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GREEN
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Green: Public Comment Summary
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce the number of trees removed
Request more organic configuration of trees
Request more greenspace, natural plantings
Request more lawn
Request less lawn
Concern about stormwater maintenance
Suggest use of native plants
Concern about Saturday Market conflicts for loading/specific booth access
Concern that homeless people will deter usage
Concern that stormwater design could be hazardous
Request removal of cars
Plan significant space for tree root/underground soil
Preserve salmon sculpture
Utilize more pervious materials
Concerns about maintenance concerns

Selected Quotes:
Would like to see the edges of the green space softened with curbs, circles - those edges would connect other
elements. With so many (trees) to choose from... could there be some with fragrance and seasonal color
impact that still can adapt to climate impacts?
Really like the inclusion of storm water features, they can be functional and aesthetically pleasing.
Glad to see how many trees are being kept. I think landscaping that acknowledges climate change is also
great.
I would LOVE to see the salmon fountain moved, not destroyed and just the sculpture kept and moved. The
fountain’s waterfall noise is peaceful, not too loud, and provides a natural background noise to compliment
the urban forest. It celebrates part of our natural heritage of the Pacific Northwest. Keeping the sculpture
without the fountain will not have the same mesmerizing, peaceful effect. Please consider keeping the
fountain.
Being cognizant of climate concerns should also include consideration of the maintenance needs of all
structures, surfaces, plantings, furniture, water features, etc. Making choices with ease of maintenance and
longevity in mind ensures that the park blocks will be functional and beautiful for decades. City budgets
change, and I would be very disappointed if we make the community investment only to have it be poorly
maintained in the future. Making smart choices now may help alleviate those concerns in the future.
Reducing the concrete and asphalt areas and replacing them with porous surfaces, such as mulch or gravel
paths, would lessen erosion and make flooding less of a possibility.
Native pollinator habitat!
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ACTIVE
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Active: Public Comment Summary
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concern that awnings/covered areas will attract homeless camps
Concern about maintenance of space
Remove existing fountain, not soothing
Suggest maintaining old fountain and art
Suggest greater compassion towards the unhoused
Concern that stage is too small or oriented incorrectly
Concern that removal of parking will affect local business
Suggest investment in businesses that face ETS
Concerns about sound and light pollution
Pavilion questions; connectivity to surrounding businesses and ensuring openness
Appreciate busking locations
Positive comments about food carts
Concern that food carts are negative for local restaurants
Request bathrooms closer to play area
Request focus on night safety
Request flexible seating and table arrangements and heights
Request heat lamps, game options, parks and recreation storage

Selected Quotes:
If the City Hall is within the Town Square it should be a community Icon not another office building.
If the city really wants this area to thrive, they could spend some money and effort incentivizing business
owners to carve out some of that commercial frontage for small local businesses and restaurants whose
traffic can activate the rest of the square year-round.
Would like to see same creative treatment applied to the alley ways that connect to the park blocks. i.e.:
lighting, paving, planting, activation....
It's a real missed-opportunity to not orient stage north-south to capture the southwest park block for largest
events
I am so excited about this project!! I go to Farmers Market/Saturday Market every Saturday unless I'm out of
town. I have wanted the space to remain downtown and be year around. This is awesome. Thanks for all your
work!!!
Managing the un-housed in this new park block will be a challenge. I would like to see an amount of funding
go to providing tangible places for people to sleep and use the restroom. Downtown Eugene does not have
enough bathrooms.
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MEMORABLE
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Memorable: Public Comment Summary
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Streets create a disconnect for the blocks
Suggest use of wayfinding and signage as link to other destinations
Suggest use of local art, color, murals
Connect art in alleys and streets surrounding
Recommend linking to Kesey Square
Concern that design does not feel connected to the rest of downtown
Concerns about City Hall location and size
Concern about transient/homeless population
Request to keep the fish sculpture
Appreciate use of temporary art, example: Amsterdam Sign
Create durable art and furnishings

Selected Quotes:
Town Square connects all the blocks together as best as possible with busy streets cutting through. How does
the Town Square connect or relate to Kesey Square?
Continue to invite local artists to participate
Please make it artistic/unique/a place to be proud of by using the gorgeous natural materials from the Pacific.
Northwest.
Connections to Broadway need to be enhanced, as well as to the Riverfront. Need wayfinding to direct
parking a little farther out since it is not going to be abundant. Need safe and legal access for bikes.
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DIVERSE AND INCLUSIVE
The project chose to ask an open-ended question, producing a wide variety of responses.
“Please share your ideas about how the design, art, materials, furnishings, signage, and plantings
can represent all of Eugene.”
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recommend art that is: natural, functional, local, interactive, changeable, murals
Include Native American dialogue, art and culture
Produce signage in many languages
Consider the environment in design and art
Design for people with disabilities
Represent indigenous cultures, people of color, LGBTQ+, under-represented populations
Design activities for children, climbable art
Concern about safety
Consider the unhoused community
Consider project budget and cost
Address parking

Selected Quotes:
I think the question should be more about what will draw Eugeneians (and others) to the square through
design and art, rather than how it represents Eugene.
Be daring and unusual in all design aspects. Be funny, edgy, joyous, not expected and typical. By doing this
you will create dialog amongst the public, and make Eugene memorable, as well as allowing more creativity
and community to thrive.
Again, Eugene as a whole does not showcase enough of the culture of the original inhabitants of this area.
Having a space focused on this would be great!
Use durable materials that can withstand all types of climate. Use local artists to add murals. Use signage in
different languages.
Circle spaces for gathering evokes community in multiple cultures, for example Native American communities.
It is important to have council/collaboration with cultures that are represented in the plaza and include
contemporary narratives that have been put forth by these communities. No longer is it acceptable for
designers and planners to tell the stories of communities with out deep collaboration. Many cultural and
municipal organizations are utilizing contemporary strategies of decolonization which consists of careful
planning, collaboration with marginalized communities, telling the hard truths among other things.
By hiring skilled artists in Oregon to make beautiful and functional art sculptures for the park.
I agree that low water need vegetation is important, along with native plantings. I would like to see art
installations come from local artists.
‘Art is not a thing. Art is a way’ Adopt an outlook that sees everything in this place as art and that art resides
in our daily lives as much a household word as the most iconic music that comes to our ears! Art is one of
the major forces that drives a sense of place yet is a window on places around the world and beyond.
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Using natural materials and local artists will bring the fullest expression of our community.
Reach out to underrepresented communities and ask for their feedback.
I think basing design elements on our local natural features is inclusive. The regional landscape is a unifying
factor.
Focus on sustainable and local for everything from the plants to the art to the materials and the project will
represent Eugene beautifully!
Include cultural/artistic elements honoring native American heritage — incorporate a pathway (or dispersed)
with plaques, tiles or stones commemorating historic &/or unique Eugenians of diverse backgrounds, similar
to those at Mims House - accessible scented &/or sensory garden area(s), retain butterfly garden.
Climbable art please! No need for playground equipment when you have that!
Integrate D&I into EVERYTHING! This survey tacked it on at THE END... and D&I shouldn't only be in the
physical features of the space. That said, colors, shapes iconography, history, famous and less-famous people
should all be featured in the park. Do we dare show the sad part of our history? of how we have treated
Native Americans, African Americans, Asian Americans? Tell our WHOLE story, please. I would love to see the
flavor of signage and materials reflect the beauty of nature and the history of the space.
Take themes and shapes from our land, animals, and people. Uplift the untold stories of native tribes, people
of color, and women.
Bring in artists and designers from all different walks of life
Materials- natural wood to highlight the logging industry in the area, navy metal picnic tables to sit around
and represent the waterways and ocean in Lane County.
Safe, accessible, natural, quirky, cultural, cool.
I really want to see what our diverse communities have to say about this. I can speak to my cultural values,
but not theirs. In the meetings I've been to so far it's been a lot of older white people, which I'm not going to
complain about as they're showing up and taking an active role in this process, but more effort will likely be
needed to be inclusive of our Latinx, LGBTQ+, multi-cultural, and disadvantaged populations.
It will need to be industrial strength and withstand the elements of the changing seasons. It will also have to
be maintained and cleaned regularly. The drug addicts will use it as a bathroom, sleeping area and to sell
their drugs. This is how Eugene has always been and how it will be until there is ZERO tolerance for drug sales
and usage in downtown.
As always include a diverse group of people who represent all of Eugene. This would mean people of color, all
social classes, all ages (including children of course), all abilities etc. Think outside the box which it appears
has happened. Think long term Eugene. Eugene will continue to grow and we want a space that can and will
grow with it.
Implement temporary art that can be versatile and represent ongoing changes in the community.
Celebrate all ethnic groups with art, music and foods.
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Be weird, funny, Green, funky, soulful, bright, vibrant, positive!
Additional Public Comments on Overall Concept Design:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concern about homeless occupants and safety
Concern that design is too expensive
Recommend factoring in maintenance needs
Recommend planning for restrooms cleanliness and safety
General support for the Farmers Market Pavillion
Recommend designing interactive art
Concerns by Saturday Market vendors regarding loading and sun exposure
Parking is essential to business for market and businesses
Importance of transportation access and ease
Concern about traffic and cars through plaza
Recommend using sustainable construction
Maintain existing art
Concerns about survey: length, style, language

I'm very excited about this project. I think our park blocks are quite outdated. The public restroom in the
farmer's pavilion is very much needed. I do hope that we will be able to maintain the plaza up to its ideal
state. I am concerned about how well it's going to age and whether it will get trashy.
I love the plans for it's usage but I feel it needs improvement in creating safe and reliable routes for alternate
transit, including walking, biking, busing, or specialty travel.
There needs to be a monumental, landmark of sorts -- ideally, in the form of some kind of public art. GO BIG!
Added bathroom access, added parking, solar roadways. I like the main concepts and proposed play areas as
well as how multifunctional it will be.
I think this would be an amazing space if we can control the unhoused and transient issues. If that isn’t
addressed first this space will be lost to them again.
Ditch the name Town Square. It is archaic, exclusive and traumatizing to say the least. Get creative! Talk to
people. Do not make assumptions. It is important to authentically engage historically marginalized
communities if this project hopes to meet the goals of inclusion and equity. Otherwise it is lip service and
deepens the divide between us. Do not let this project reflect the colonial values that have gotten us in this
mess and are reflected in less progressive communities across the nation. We have a lot to offer as a city if we
can shift this old school paradigm where white men have complete power and authority over the city's
narrative which is founded on violence and racism. Honor Indigenous people and give them an opportunity to
lead in this process as we are guests on Kalapuya land.
This isn't the outcome I dream of, but I think this team has put in a ton of excellent work, has been very
thoughtful, has approached community feedback in a fun and comprehensive manner, and overall this project
is inspiring. I do think this is an excellent opportunity to make our mark and create a lasting contribution to
our community. I also don't think it's permanent and that things can change over time (eventually closing off
Oak and 8th - a guy can dream, right?)
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It's looking really good and is very exciting. I love all the trees and the thought that's gone into this is obvious.
I'd like to vote for more and more art! Murals on the ground, rotating murals by Eugene artists. I'd definitely
encourage us to higher as many UO graduates and local artists and designers as possible to help support our
local economy with this epic project! Thanks!
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